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TIME
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A JournEy

Only one thing has always existed, from the very first moment on: time. For billions 

of years things have come into being, existed and passed. Time has remained,  

flowing effortlessly through the recurrence of days and seasons. 

Time takes a back seat when we experience truly beautiful moments; all that counts 

is the enjoyment of the moment itself. Enthralling beauty. Fascinating perfection. 

Masterpieces from BUBEN&ZORWEG also present us with dimensions beyond time: 

the preciousness of the moment. The joy of owning something unique.

TIME
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LoVEr oF FInE TIMEPIECES
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“ArCHITECTurE IS THE  
InTErFACE BETWEEn  
THE rAPID CHAnGE oF  
TIME AnD WHAT IS  
PErMAnEnTLy VALID.”

STeven holl 
ArCHITECT

PAGE  67

PAGE  11

“I AM noT THE TIME - THE 
TIME IS WITHIn ME. TIME 
DoES noT nEED ME  
BuT I nEED THE TIME.”

eliyar alimirzoev 
ArTIST

“TIME IS BEInG AnD ALL BE-
InG IS TIME. WE EnCounTEr 
THE onE TruE rEALITy In 
THE HErE AnD noW.”

Shi yan fU 
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“MuCH CAn BE SAID ABouT 
TIME,  BuT onE THInG AP-
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TIME IS A QuESTIon oF THE 
oBSErVEr’S VIEWPoInT.”

Prof. Dr.  
anTon zeilinger 
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“TIME BECoMES GooD 
TIME WHEn IT IS FILLED 
WITH Joy.” 

JoSé benTo 
DoS SanToS 
ToP WInE ProDuCEr
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  21:24:12:15
royAL PALACE oF MonACo 
MonACo-VILLE,  MonACo.

rare and wonderful moments… Gifts of Time. To discover 

uniqueness and realise: this is it. And to take it for  

oneself... if one can.
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TIME  DoES noT nEED  
ME – I  nEED TIME. 

„N
asimi, the great poet from Azerbaijan, said: “I am not God, but God is 
within me.” I love to say: “I am not time, but time is within me.” I don’t 
know how old I am, but my passport states that I am 50. When we look 

up to the stars, we tend to believe that we are in the present time – but indeed 
we are looking at the past. When we look at children, we see the future. Since 
the day I was born until today, the moon has moved 20 metres away from the 
Earth … 

For me, time is just like God … I cannot see it, although I sense it permanently. 
Time does not need me, but I need time.

Every man has his time. It can stretch into the seemingly infinite, or it can appear 
just like a second. Penetrating toothache seems to stop time. Years spent with a 
loved one pass by quick as lightning. 

The clock measures time, until you disappear. You never know when it will  
happen. Then, when it happens, you think: “Really? Is it really me?”

The best time is the time when you are happy. I wish everyone to have the time 
to be happy. In my life, I regularly practice this exercise: When I go through a 
door, I always put my right foot over the threshold first and wish everyone in the 
world to be well. 

Time touches me; it enlightens me, and it reflects in my work. Just as everyone 
else I live in time. Time is like sand in our hands. However, these hands have 
erected pyramids of sand, and in the next moment they have wiped them away. 
I see how I continue to live on in my children, and that is what some people call 
eternity.

I am a painter; I have been made for painting. If someone asks 
me, “Why do you make pictures?” … then I respond: “Why do you 
drink water?” - “Because I am thirsty.” 

People and events come and go, but the yearning to paint a picture 
lasts forever. Long live the painter!

ELIYAR ALIMIRzoEv

ARTisT, FROM BAkU, AZERBAijAN

TIME TAKES on A 
nEW DIMEnSIon 

In DrEAMS  
AnD THE ArTS  

WHErE IT  
SErVES FAnTASy
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Time for feelings … the innovative design and unique values that an OBjECT OF TiME® from 

the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG represents bring emotions to life. Time at its most beautiful,  

sophisticated mechanics surprise through smooth-running perfection. The finest materials  

entice the senses. if time is money then an OBjECT OF TiME® is luxury. BUBEN&ZORWEG  

wishes you ample time to enjoy unique moments. For time at its most beautiful.

12:22:19:35
LIVInG WITH TIME. BEInG AT HoME  

In TIME. TruSTInG In TIME. EnJoyInG  

PrECIouS TIME

oBJECTS
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PAGE 16
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obJeCTS of Time® : 
PErFECT  
MASTErPIECES  
oF TIME

N
ow that our innovations have conquered the market and 

now that the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG has set new 

benchmarks in the world of exclusive watches with FiNE 

TiMEPiECEs and has thrilled collectors of precious items with 

elegant humidors and safes, we have brought all these things 

and more together in our OBjECTs OF TiME® to create master-

pieces that go beyond the boundaries of what was previously 

considered possible. 

What once began with the “Objet de Temps i”, the world’s first 

combination of clock and luxurious ambience for the watch  

enthusiast with a clear perception of design and value, today 

forms the centrepiece of the BUBEN&ZORWEG portfolio. 

The concept behind the OBjECTs OF TiME® is to create a  

holistically integrated, precious ambience that addresses all of 

the senses and fathoms the dimensions of exceptional taste. 

Exquisite materials, innovative technology, the unsurpassed 

highlights of FiNE TiMEPiECEs, optimum security solutions and  

fascinating design hand-crafted by masters of their art become  

solitary objects of desire for people with a sense for the  

exclusive aesthetics of perfection. Practically all OBjECTs OF 

TiME® are manufactured in strictly limited editions. Thus, they 

themselves become valuable collector’s pieces, rare treasures  

for passionate aficionados of the unusual.
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THE TrEASury
Precious items demand safekeeping and appropriate presen-

tation. THE TREAsURy from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG 

is one of the most beautiful opportunities to stop the hands 

of time. To save things for good times to be enjoyed in good 

company. To present wrist watches, enjoy exquisite cigars 

and share fine wines … and because good taste is a very 

personal matter, the modules that make up THE TREAsURy 

adapt to the needs of their proud owner. A perfectly  

designed surrounding for the things close to your heart.

16:18:52:99
EACH MoMEnT In TIME HoLDS  

ITS oWn SurPrISES.  

ITS oWn oPPorTunITIES
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THE TREAsURy – FACTs

· 8 freely combinable BUBEN& 
ZORWEG modules (maximum 
capacity of 142 TiME MOVER® 
modules, 8 of them in the safe)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-60 
(for details see page 181)

· Electronically lockable doors 
made of shatter-proof glass in 
a metal frame

· Macassar inlay, high gloss

· Hand-polished stainless steel 
inlay

· Exquisite italian nappa leather

· interior in finest velour, black

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

· Alarm system

· Central control unit with touch 
screen for lighting, locking 
system and alarm system

· Exclusive watchmaker’s toolkit

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 2.030 x 2.030 x 570 mm

· 600 kg

· Mains Operation

ThE TREAsuRY

The pleasure of having the freedom to design one’s own time – that is the overriding design principle 

of THE TREAsURy. Where else can one celebrate the passage of time with greater enjoyment  

than with a refined cigar. A cigar that has mellowed in the Treasury’s humidor in anticipation of the  

moment. And with fine wines from the bar and presentation module. 

The central FiNE TiMEPiECE is a reference piece that stands above all of the smaller treasures of 

time: the valuable wrist watches, the mechanics of which are held in optimal time by the TiME  

MOVER®. German-made safe with an integrated high-end HiFi system … everything is combined  

according to the customer’s individual wishes to create a unique OBjECT OF TiME.

dEsiGN

MACAssAR / BlACk

Hand-crafted macassar housing, 
high gloss lacquer finish

lEATHER

available in red, brown,  
black or croco-look, black
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FiNE TiMEPiECE

· Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated BUBEN&ZORWEG 
initials

· swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel 
bearings

· 15 day German precision  
movement with constant power 

· indication of world time, date 
and power reserve

· Exquisite, ruthenium-coated dial 
with sunray-brush, goldstone 
bezel and glass chapter ring

· 500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

HiFi sysTEM

· High End HiFi Media Center

· Unique synthesis of exponential 
horn, ceramic calotte and bass 
reflex system

· developed and manufactured in 
Austria by sound specialists at 
logAudio

· Wireless music streaming from 
iPhone, iPad, iPodtouch, PC  
and MAC via Airplay

· 2 x 250 W Top-Class Amplifier

· Frequency response  
35 – 35.000 Hz

MOdUlE lisT

· TiME MOVER® for 16 watches

· TiME MOVER® for 4 watches

· Humidor

· Bar / Presentation module

· storage module with 4 
individually selectable drawers 
(for details see page 180)
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SoLITAIrE
Timeless pieces are unaffected by the tumultuous  

happenings of day-to-day life. The relaxed energy 

of consistency and authenticity without compromise  

is based on a single thought: only the real thing can  

be a real friend of time, surviving the passing of time.  

The sOliTAiRE from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG  

is the product of this design philosophy, right down  

to the smallest detail. A monument to perfection.  

Unique masterpieces.

08:45:39:17
no MATTEr HoW MuCH TIME  

IS ArounD THE CornEr,  

WHAT IS rEALLy IMPorTAnT  

IS THE HErE AnD noW.
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soLITAIRE

Enjoying the good things  

in life – that is what the 

sOliTAiRE is all about.  

The 46 TiME MOVER® 

watch winders represent  

a dedication to special 

watches, perfect for the 

passionate collector.  

An innovative, high-tech 

presence topped off with  

a FiNE TiMEPiECE such  

as the WORld TiME  

TOURBillON or the  

ORBiT TOURBillON. 

Wherever you look, you  

will be satisfied by the 

master craftsmanship. 

There is an integrated HiFi 

system for musical enjoy-

ment, and a bar module 

and a humidor to allow 

you to indulge in a drop 

of cognac or a good cigar. 

The unit includes a high-

security safe to ensure that 

your valuables are secure.  

security: The unit also in-

cludes an integrated alarm 

system. A product which 

is more than the sum of its 

parts: it is an indescribable 

feeling to be the owner of a 

sOliTAiRE from the House 

of BUBEN&ZORWEG.
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sOliTAiRE – FACTs

· 46 TiME MOVER® (8 of them in 
the safe)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-60 
(for details see page 181)

· Additional storage for watches 
and jewellery in 2 drawers

· Humidor with a German elec-
tronic humidifying system and  
a bar/presentation module

· 16 mm bullet-proof glass doors, 
robust stainless steel hinges

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safety lock 
mechanism

· Alarm system 

· BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi system 
Monolog 10 with music  
streaming and Bluetooth  
(for details see page 180)

· integrated thermometer and 
hygrometer displays

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

· Optionally available with two-
way mirror spy glass

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1905 x 1060 x 540 mm

· 350 kg

· Mains operation

FiNE TiMEPiECE 
sOliTAiRE WORld TiME 
TOURBillON  
LIMITED EDITIoN 75 PCs.

· Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated BUBEN&ZORWEG 
initials

· swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

· 15 day German precision  
movement with constant power 

· indication of world time, date 
and power reserve

· Exquisite, ruthenium-coated dial 
with sunray-brush, goldstone 
bezel and glass chapter ring

· 500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FiNE TiMEPiECE 
sOliTAiRE ORBiT TOURBillON  
LIMITED EDITIoN 75 PCs.
 

· Unique BUBEN&ZORWEG 
ORBiT TOURBillON, a rotating 
flying minute tourbillon on the 
minute hand

· swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

· 15 day German precision  
movement with constant power 

· Power reserve display

· Gold-plated cogs, aluminium 
hand with counterweight

· Exquisite, ruthenium-coated  
dial with sunray-brush and  
glass chapter ring

· 500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

dEsiGN

MACAssAR

Hand-crafted macassar housing, 
high gloss lacquer finish, interior 
in fine italian nappa leather, black
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GrAnD 
CoLLECTor
True value is what is on the inside – people with this frame 

of mind will find this philosophy is reflected perfectly in the 

GRANd COllECTOR from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG. 

Elegant understatement in a timeless, classic design on  

the outside, innovative high-tech fittings on the inside.  

35 TiME MOVER® watch winders for precious wrist watches,  

a German high-security safe for valuables that are to be  

kept out of sight, the BUBEN&ZORWEG signature clock …  

a valuable vessel for valuable objects.

GRANd COllECTOR – FACTs

· 35 TiME MOVER® (8 of them in 
the safe)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-80 
(for details see page 181)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 
clock with a stainless steel bezel 
(for details see page 180)

· 1 storage drawer (Gentleman 
insert, for details see page 180)

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function 

· stainless steel portholes 

· swiss security lock

· Height-adjustable stainless  
steel feet

· Optional BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi 
system Monolog 10 with music 
streaming and Bluetooth (for 
details see page 180)

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1810 x 550 x 505 mm

· Mains Operation

25OBjECTs OF TiME®

VERsiONs (HiGH GlOss)

MACAssAR

EBONy GRiGiO
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GrAnD 
CoLLECTor
InBuILT
The House of BUBEN&ZORWEG offers a wide range of  

beautiful objects which you can use to display your  

most beautiful pieces. For those who prefer a more discreet 

kind of storage, we offer products such as the GRANd  

COllECTOR iNBUilT which can be integrated into walk-in 

wardrobes. Optimal storage for expensive wrist watches, 

valuable pieces of jewellery and other jewels with a German-

made high-security safe and legendary TiME MOVER®  

watch winding know-how. Unauthorised access denied ...

GRANd COllECTOR 
iNBUilT – FACTs

· 26 TiME MOVER® and 3 drawers 
or 44 TiME MOVER® (each with 
8 of the TiME MOVER® units in 
the safe)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-60 
(for details see page 181)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 
clock with a stainless steel bezel 
(for details see page 180)

· Hand-crafted housing 

· interior in fine italian nappa 
leather

· 3 storage drawers (Gentleman 
insert, watch insert and universal 
drawer, for details see page 180)

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function 

· Electronic lock with code input 

· Finest German craftsmanship

VARiOUs dOOR VERsiONs

· Two-way mirror spy glass

· Glass doors (tinted)

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1832 x 568 x 540 mm

· 250 kg

· Mains Operation

27OBjECTs OF TiME®



GrAnD 
CoLLECTor XL
size doesn’t matter? Passionate collectors have a special trait: they do 

not want to be limited by superficial matters. Their passion grows as 

time goes on. The GRANd COllECTOR Xl by BUBEN&ZORWEG helps 

you to extend your horizons. 59 TiME MOVER® modules offer optimal 

storage for an endless range of elegant timekeepers, keeping them  

safe and sound in a stylish, understated design with clean, classic lines.  

The most valuable pieces can be kept secure in a German-made high-

security safe. And what better way to top off a good day than with a 

glass of wine or a drop of cognac and a full-flavoured cigar which has 

been optimally aged in the optional integrated humidor!?

GRANd COllECTOR 
Xl – FACTs
 

· 59 TiME MOVER® (8 of them in 
the safe)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-60 
(for details see page 181)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 
clock with a stainless steel bezel 
(for details see page 180)

· 2 additional universal storage 
modules 

· BUBEN&ZORWEG security lock 
mechanism

· interior in finest velour and  
italian nappa leather

· integrated thermometer and 
hygrometer displays

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function 

· stainless steel portholes 

· Height-adjustable stainless  
steel feet

· Optional BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi 
system Monolog 10 with music 
streaming and Bluetooth (for 
details see page 180)

· Optional humidor with a  
German electronic humidifying 
system and a bar/presentation 
module

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1810 x 908 x 505 mm

· Mains Operation

VERsiONs (HiGH GlOss)

MACAssAR

 
EBONy GRiGiO

COllECTOR Xl – FACTs
 

· 60 TiME MOVER®

· 5 storage drawers (1 Gentle-
man insert, 2 watch inserts, 1 
jewellery insert and a universal 
drawer, for details see page 180)

28 OBjECTs OF TiME®
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 18:24:58:52
VAnGuArD

Tradition and innovation: functions of time. The mature,  

the proven … and the never-seen-before, perfectly  

implemented in an enthralling design. Everlasting values …



32 VANGUARd

07:56:28:00
TIME For GooD THouGHTS  

IS TIME WELL-SPEnT.  

THInGS WELL-THouGHT ouT  

PrEVEnT MISTAKES.

VAnGuArD
Time is a silent force that cannot be overcome. BUBEN&ZORWEG have  

harnessed the powerful silence of time and shaped it into a design. The result: 

VANGUARd. space and time. space for time. space to give your valuables  

a home that will withstand the tests of time. Fight the enemy of time, torpidity, 

with something that moves. The luxury of a long life with beautiful things.
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Owning, looking after and displaying exceptional pieces with the VANGUARd from the House of 

BUBEN&ZORWEG. The integrated High-Tech TiME MOVER® and the German-made high-security  

safe protect the contents within a solid frame. High-precision mechanics and innovative  

electronics: the perfect combination in a master-crafted product made from the finest materials.  

The impressive design of the VANGUARd COllECTOR is focussed on impressive watch  

collections – more TiME MOVER® modules for a passion that aspires to grow. 

The VANGUARd CONNOissEUR offers cigar lovers a special place for their cigars – a perfectly  

acclimatised humidor. For special enjoyment when the time is right.

vANguARD
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VANGUARd – FACTs

· 44 TiME MOVER® and a storage 
drawer or 26 TiME MOVER® with 
a humidor equipped with a Ger-
man humidifying system (each 
with 8 of the TiME MOVER® 
units in the safe)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-60 
(for details see page 181)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 
clock with a stainless steel bezel 
(for details see page 180)

· Hand-crafted housing with  
precious wood inlay, high gloss 
and croco-look leather

· interior in finest velour and  
italian nappa leather, black

· Hand-polished stainless steel 
inlay work

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function 

· integrated thermometer and 
hygrometer displays

· Viewing window made of two-
way mirror spy glass

· swiss security lock

· Height-adjustable stainless  
steel feet

· Optional BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi 
system Monolog 10 with music 
streaming and Bluetooth (for 
details see page 180)

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1850 x 550 x 540 mm 
(Upper section and safe)

· 250 kg

· Mains Operation

VERsiONs (HiGH GlOss)

MACAssAR CROCO

WAlNUT BURl WOOd CROCO

 
EBONy GRiGiO CROCO



MIrAGE
The language of sophisticated materials and innovative  

designs, the game of shapes, light and transparency are  

unmistakable elements of the MiRAGE. This perfectly-designed 

piece of master craftsmanship radiates profound solidness, 

giving valuable collector pieces a fitting and safe place to rest, 

with a German-made safe, BUBEN&ZORWEG signature clock 

and the cutting edge technology of the TiME MOVER®.

36 OBjECTs OF TiME®

10:18:57:03
onCE uPon A TIME – THAT IS HoW  

FAIry TALES BEGIn. DrEAMS  

CoME TruE In TIME – rIGHT noW.
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light playing across elegant surfaces. Matte sheens and clearly accentuated elements creating  

a unique design. An interaction of stark lines, highly polished surfaces and living structures with 

elegant timbers ... the MiRAGE is a fitting centrepiece for a high class interior. 

The clever lEd lighting system bathes the unit in light, changing the front mirror panel into a  

transparent window, revealing the interior. A fascinating experience that will meet the needs and 

wamts of even the most demanding collector. TiME MOVER® is the source of eternal youth for  

valuable wrist watches, with a German-made safe for the most valuable pieces, an optional  

HiFi system with Bluetooth connectivity … for the collector who wants to gently drown out the  

quiet ticking of the FiNE TiMEPiECE and the other clocks.

MIRAgE
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MiRAGE – FACTs

· 22 TiME MOVER® (8 of them in 
the safe)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-80 
(for details see page 181)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 
clock with a stainless steel bezel 
(for details see page 180)

· storage drawer (Gentleman 
insert, for details see page 180)

· interior in finest velour

· Viewing window made of two-
way mirror spy glass

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

· integrated thermometer and 
hygrometer displays

· swiss security lock

· Height-adjustable stainless  
steel feet on a pedestal

· Optional BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi 
system Monolog 10 with music 
streaming and Bluetooth (for 
details see page 180)

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1540 x 560 x 540 mm

· Mains Operation

VERsiONs (HiGH GlOss)

MACAssAR CROCO

EBONy GRiGiO CROCO

 
MONACO CROCO
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PyTHon
The smell of fine leather. The deep shine of high-quality finishes 

on fine timbers. High-tech materials skilfully integrated into 

the design. These are the components that will steal you away 

into a world of dreams. They transform time into a boundless 

land in which anything is possible. Take a dive into the quality 

of being ... moments that stimulate the best ideas. it would be 

a waste not to treat oneself to this.

14:03:15:87
PAST AnD PrESEnT: BoTH ArE 

InVISIBLE. THE EyE SEES  

onLy THE HErE AnD noW.
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The design of the PyTHON by BUBEN&ZORWEG is a combination of curved lines and a range of  

materials that are reminiscent of the interior of a luxurious sports car or racy yacht. The perfect crafts- 

manship of the finest materials and stylish colour schemes make the PyTHON a piece of art per se. 

The top with its FiNE TiMEPiECE (also available separately) and a glass door has space for valuable 

wrist watches on eight TiME MOVER®, bathing them in the light of a sophisticated lEd lighting system. 

The COllECTOR version of the PyTHON base unit has another 32 TiME MOVER®, and the  

CONNOissEUR version comes with a bar module and a humidor with perfect climate control.  

The unit can be equipped with an optional HiFi system.

PYThoN
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PyTHON – FACTs

· 40 TiME MOVER® or 16 TiME 
MOVER® and a humidor with a 
German electronic humidifying 
system and a bar

· BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 
clock with a stainless steel bezel 
(for details see page 180)

· Hand-crafted housing with  
10 layers of high-gloss lacquer

· Hand-sewn italian nappa leather

· Hand-polished stainless  
steel inlay

· Weather station with  
thermo-meter, barometer  
and hygrometer

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

· German security lock

· Optional German HiFi system 
with Bluetooth

· Viewing window made of tinted 
safety glass

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1363 x 680 x 280 mm

· 80 kg

· Mains Operation

VERsiONs

ElEGANCE

lace burl wood housing, 
finest italian leather in amaretto, 

black leather interior

 
 
 
 

CARBON BlACk

Housing with top quality 
carbon fibre, finest 
italian leather, black
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GrAnDE 
PréCISIon
The love of passionate lovers of fine timepieces: watching 

time go by. To enjoy precision mechanics, seeing time  

converted into visual movement in the swinging of a  

pendulum, the precise ticking of the hands: watching the  

work of components tracking time as closely as possible. To 

anyone who shares this fascination with time, the GRANdE 

PRéCisiON by BUBEN&ZORWEG represents pure enjoyment.

21:18:34:12
TIME DrAWS STrAIGHT LInES: WHAT  

HAS BEEn, WHAT IS noW, WHAT IS  

To CoME. EVEryTHInG runS  

THrouGH THIS PoInT: HErE. noW.
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A true eye-catcher: the central element of the GRANdE PRéCisiON is the Classica secunda from  

the German manufacturer Erwin sattler – an imposing pendulum clock with a 30 day power reserve  

and high precision movement. The perfect craftsmanship is of the same quality. Precious wood,  

fine velour, polished stainless steel and non-reflective special glass combine to form a masterpiece  

of fine German craftsmanship. 

The design is typical of BUBEN&ZORWEG: classic, elegant and with a passion for innovation and 

consistency of style. The GRANdE PRéCisiON is available in two versions: CONNOissEUR  

with a climatised humidor and bar module and COllECTOR with 48 TiME MOVER® and plenty  

of room for a large collection.

gRANDE PRéCIsIoN
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FiNE TiMEPiECE

·  Classica secunda 1995 of the 
manufacture Erwin sattler

·  30 day precision movement with 
maintaining power, constant 
force through chain and fusee, 
pulley ball-bearing mounted; 
drive weight 3,200 grams

·  Compensation pendulum 
(temperature and air pressure), 
Glashütte construction 

·  Pendulum made from annealed 
superinvar

·  11 jewel gears and escapement 
stored in gold-plated, screwed 
chatons 

·  Handmade, blued steel hands

·  Rhodanised dial with sunray-
brush

·  deadbeat escapement

·  Gold-plated pallet body with 
agate pallets

GRANdE PRéCisiON  
– FACTs

·  48 TiME MOVER® or 32 TiME 
MOVER® and a humidor with a 
German electronic humidifying 
system and a bar

·  Additional storage for watches 
and jewellery in 8 drawers

·  2 pull-out tableau shelves

·  Metal framed viewing windows 
on the side

·  Hand-polished stainless steel 
inlay

·  interior in finest velour, black

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function 

·  Amiran® non-reflecting glass

·  German security lock

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

·  2030 x 870 x 380 mm

·  180 kg

·  Mains Operation

VERsiONs

CROCO

Hand-crafted housing, high-gloss 
lacquer finish, black with exquisite 

croco-look leather panelling, 
interior in poplar burl wood and 

finest velour, black

 MACAssAR

Hand-crafted housing, black semi-
gloss, with selected macassar 
panelling, interior in macassar  

and finest velour, black



48 OBjET dE TEMPs i

oBJET DE TEMPS I
A masterpiece of innovative design, a masterpiece of perfect craftsman-

ship: a combination of elegant materials, refined, precision mechanics and 

innovative technology make the OBjET dE TEMPs i from the House of 

BUBEN&ZORWEG an eye-catcher fitting of even the finest interior … this 

is how wonderful a passion for time and beauty can be.

09:03:22:79
ArT IS THE CoLLISIon oF TIME  

WITH THE TIMELESS. 

ZEITGEIST GoES, CHArACTEr 

IS WHAT rEMAInS.
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objET DE TEMPs I

The innovative design of the OBjETs dE TEMPs i is dominated by an imposing FiNE TiMEPiECE  

that fascinates through its exciting complication – the tourbillon. Whether it is in the WORld TiME  

TOURBillON version or the ORBiT TOURBillON version - both variations will offer passionate  

lovers of fine timepieces the pleasure of seeing precision at work. The B&Z logo which is integrated 

into the design of the tourbillon indicates that this masterpiece of fine mechanics is a product of the 

Atelier d’Horlogerie of the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG. 
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OBjET dE TEMPs i  – FACTs

· 32 TiME MOVER® or 8 TiME 
MOVER® and a humidor with a 
German electronic humidifying 
system and a bar

·  Additional storage for 16  
watches in 4 drawers and  
2 universal drawers

·  Metal framed, two-way mirror 
spy glass window on the side

·  Hand-polished stainless steel 
inlay

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  swiss security lock

·  stainless steel and black glass 
base

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1910 x 700 x 370 mm

· 160 kg

· Mains Operation

FiNE TiMEPiECE 
OBjET dE TEMPs i  
WORld TiME TOURBillON  
LIMITED EDITIoN 75 PCs.

·  Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated B&Z initials,  
screw balance wheel and 11  
jewel bearings

·  30 day German precision  
movement with constant power

·  World time and date display

·  Exquisite, rhodanised dial with 
sunray-brush, goldstone bezel 
and glass chapter ring

·  8 kg BUBEN&ZORWEG crystal 
and stainless steel signature 
weight 

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

FiNE TiMEPiECE 
OBjET dE TEMPs i  
ORBiT TOURBillON  
LIMITED EDITIoN 75 PCs.

·  Unique BUBEN&ZORWEG 
ORBiT TOURBillON, a rotating 
flying minute tourbillon on the 
minute hand

·  swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

·  30 day German precision  
movement with constant power

·  Gold-plated cogs, aluminium 
hand with counterweight

·  Exquisite, ruthenium-coated  
dial with sunray-brush and  
glass chapter ring

·  10 kg BUBEN&ZORWEG crystal 
and stainless steel signature 
weight 

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

dEsiGN

Hand-crafted macassar housing, 
high gloss lacquer finish, 

interior in finest italian nappa 
leather, black





 15:23:28:09
oBJET DE TEMPS I I

Things that last forever or are yet to come are what count  

in the rooms of time. Memories. Visions. The character of  

the unique defines special times. And special rooms.



oBJET DE TEMPS I I
“i have the simplest tastes,” Oscar Wilde once said. “i am always  

satisfied with the best.” 

BUBEN&ZORWEG has the same outlook on design. Quality without 

compromise. Pushing the borders of feasibility, from shaping to master 

craftsmanship through to perfection of the smallest details. This is how 

we create masterpieces such as the OBjET dE TEMPs ii.

54 OBjET dE TEMPs ii

17:15:57:02
TIME For LInES, CyCLES oF TIME …  

WHEn SoMETHInG rETurnS,  

IT IS nEVEr WHAT IT onCE WAS.
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objET DE TEMPs II

The different tourbillon design distinguishes the OBjET dE TEMPs ii: On the OBjET dE TEMPs ii 

WORld TiME TOURBillON the tourbillon is integrated in the FiNE TiMEPiECE and can be seen  

at work through the dial. On the OBjET dE TEMPs ii ORBiT TOURBillON this complicated  

handiwork is to be found on the tip of the minute hand, where the fascinating fine mechanical  

precision is particularly visible.

The housing is available in different variations, hand-crafted from selected materials. Ten TiME  

MOVER® are accompanied by a climatised humidor. Passion for innovation is evident in the design 

and the integrated technology … a true masterpiece from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG.

VERsiONs

METAlliC

Hand-crafted German housing 
with polished stainless steel, 

high gloss macassar inlay, 
interior in finest leather, black

GOld

Hand-crafted German housing, 
polished, 24 carat goldplated 

stainless steel, high gloss  
macassar inlay, interior in  

finest leather, black
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OBjET dE TEMPs ii  – FACTs

·  10 TiME MOVER® 

·  drawer with mother-of-pearl 
inlay

·  Two-way mirror spy glass  
viewing window (transparent  
when interior lighting is 
switched on)

·  solid galaxy granite base

·  Humidor with a German  
electronic humidifying system 

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Traveller 
travel watch case

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  swiss security lock

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

·  1782 x 480 x 480 mm

·  140 kg

·  Mains Operation

FiNE TiMEPiECE 
OBjET dE TEMPs ii  
ORBiT TOURBillON  
LIMITED EDITIoN 75 PCs.

·  Unique BUBEN&ZORWEG 
ORBiT TOURBillON, a rotating 
flying minute tourbillon on the 
minute hand

·  swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

·  30 day German precision  
movement with constant power

·  Gold-plated cogs, aluminium 
hand with counterweight

·  Exquisite, ruthenium-coated 
dial with sunray-brush and glass 
chapter ring

·  10 kg BUBEN&ZORWEG crystal 
and stainless steel signature 
weight 

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

FiNE TiMEPiECE 
OBjET dE TEMPs ii  
WORld TiME TOURBillON  
LIMITED EDITIoN 75 PCs.

·  Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated B&Z initials, screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

·  30 day German precision  
movement with constant power

·  World time and date display

·  Exquisite, rhodanised dial with 
sunray-brush, goldstone bezel 
and glass chapter ring

·  8 kg BUBEN&ZORWEG crystal 
and stainless steel signature 
weight 

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”
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objET DE TEMPs II – MozART

History has not seen many 

exceptional achievements. 

This makes the highlights of 

human ingenuity that occur 

in each era even more  

impressive. Wolfgang Ama-

deus Mozart is one of the 

creators of such innovative 

genius. BUBEN&ZORWEG 

offers an homage to one 

of the greatest composers 

of all time with the OBjET 

dE TEMPs ii WORld TiME 

TOURBillON MOZART, a 

unit which is itself an exclu-

sive masterpiece. in addi-

tion to a world time display 

on the back there is an inte-

grated 144-tone mechanical 

musical movement which 

plays timeless classics by 

Mozart. What a combina-

tion of masterpieces from 

different centuries. 

solid galaxy granite base with 
a specially developed rotating 

mechanism

VERsiONs

METAlliC

Hand-crafted German housing 
with polished stainless steel, 

high gloss macassar inlay, 
interior in finest leather, black

GOld

Hand-crafted German housing, 
polished, 24 carat goldplated 

stainless steel, high gloss  
macassar inlay, interior in  

finest leather, black
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OBjET dE TEMPs ii  –  
MOZART  
LIMITED EDITIoN 75 PCs. 
FACTs

·  10 TiME MOVER®

·  Two-way mirror spy glass  
viewing window (transparent  
when interior lighting is 
switched on)

·  solid galaxy granite base with 
a specially developed rotating 
mechanism

·  Humidor with a German  
electronic humidifying system

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Traveller 
watch case

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  Remote control for rotating 
base and lEd lighting

·  swiss security lock

·  Finest German craftsmanship

FiNE TiMEPiECE

·  Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated B&Z initials

·  swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

·  30 day German precision  
movement with constant power

·  double-sided BUBEN&ZORWEG 
fine timepiece with indication 
of date, moon phase (mother 
of pearl), and large world time 
display at the rear

·  Exquisite, rhodanised dial with 
sunray-brush, goldstone bezel 
and glass chapter ring

·  8 kg BUBEN&ZORWEG crystal 
and stainless steel signature 
weight 

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

MECHANiCAl CHiMEs

·  Exclusive Reuge musical  
mechanism with 144 tones and  
3 melodies: A little serenade,  
The Magic Flute, Turkish March.

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1782 x 480 x 480 mm

· 140 kg

· Mains Operation
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onE-77
The One-77 is the ultimate expression of Aston Martin. A spectacular fusion of high-technology and time-honoured 

tradition, One-77 uniquely combines radical design, exotic materials and engineering flair with the finest craftsman-

ship. infused with breath taking style, impressive quality and flawless performance, One-77 exists at the point where 

art and technology meet. The House of BUBEN&ZORWEG has now created a fascinating work of engineering, with 

incredible functionality in a form inspired by the design of one of the world’s most revered automotive achievements. 



61OBjECT OF TiME ONE-77
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objECT of TIME oNE-77

The limited edition OBjECT OF TiME® created by BUBEN&ZORWEG in celebration the One-77 super car 

demonstrates uncompromising perfection, breath-taking innovation and outstanding design. Both  

demonstrate the highest level of achievement in their respective fields and a passion for craftsmanship; 

they are solely dedicated to achieving the highest level of luxury for their owners, created  to engage 

every sense. Beautifully lacquered and highly polished with a sumptuous leather interior, the OBjECT  

OF TiME One-77 is a multi-functional and ingenious piece; showcasing highly advanced engineering  

and an ultimately fascinating origin, the piece is crafted to perfection and is one of BUBEN&ZORWEG’s 

most fascinating and magnificent masterpieces for the home.

OBjECT OF TiME ONE-77  
LIMITED EDITIoN 77 PCs.

·  TiME MOVER® for 32 watches 
(16 of them in the safe)

·  integrated BUBEN&ZORWEG 
safe, safety standard vDs I

·  Free-form chassis with high-
gloss varnish finish in the Aston 
Martin colour “Quantum silver”

·  Unique, automatic “magic slide” 
opening and closing system

·  luxurious interior in fine italian 
nappa leather and carbon inlay 
work 

·  2 storage drawers for watches 
and jewellery

· GermanHiFi system with  
Bluetooth functionality

·  Remote control for lighting and 
the “magic slide” opening and 
closing system

·  latest lEd light technology 
with fading function

·  swiss safety lock

·  Optional humidor with a  
German electronic  
humidifying system

·  Various special chassis colours 
available as optional extras

FiNE TiMEPiECE

·  Flying minute tourbillon with 
engraved BUBEN&ZORWEG 
initials

·  swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 rubies

·  15 day precision movement 
of German manufacture with 
constant force and maintaining 
power

·  display for date and power 
reserve

·  Exquisite, ruthenium-coated dial

·  500 hours of “Excellence  
Control”

TECHNiCAl dATA

·  1820 x 845 x 470 mm

·  Mains Operation



 09:23:58:52
HEATHroW AIrPorT, LonDon, uK.

The longest journey will never end unless it leads to the 

Here and now. The art of travelling in time: to go with 

the flow and still reach the shore.
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CrEATInG PErMAnEnCE FroM TIME. .

„A
rchitecture serves as an index of time,” says international  architect Ste-
ven Holl. “Seconds, minutes, hours, months, years, decades, epochs, cen-
turies … all of these come to life when seen through the lens of architec-

ture. Architecture is one of the most permanent expressions of culture.” 

TIME Magazine America’s Best Architect of 2001 has left lasting architectural 
marks across the globe. Museums, chapels and residences in America, Europe 
and Asia bear his signature, from the Turbulence House in New Mexico to the 
Loisium in the Austrian Waldviertel, from the Hamsun Centre in Hamarøy, Nor-
way to the Linked Hybrid in Beijing, China. 

According to Steven Holl, good architecture comes to life where “a project is 
worked on intensively, where the manifolds of time run together, bringing the 
many facets of a project together to form a whole.” 

Somewhere between the elements which pass with time and the timeless clas-
sics is the field where design, architecture and art come to life. Regarding the 
relationship between architects and time, Steven Holl says: “It is important to 
think in terms of today and also to act today. We do not merely live in our time, 
we are our time. Today, pure speed shapes the definition of space. The accelera-
tion of changing trends makes it seem impossible to meet constantly changing 
desires. A primary challenge in architecture is to exist, to endure.” 

The quality of architecture separates the hasty, soon-to-be-forgotten from works 
of architectural art which embody the character of their era. Holl’s view on the 
marrying of creative processes, zeitgeist and timelessness: 

“Architecture is an art of duration which stretches across the chasm between 
ideas and forms of reality, between flowing movement and a fixed place. Archi-
tecture is a bridge across the yawning gap between the intellect and the senses 
of sight, touch and hearing, between the highest aspirations of thought and the 
organic and emotional desires of the body.”

sTEvEN hoLL

ARCHiTECT

ArCHITECTurE: 
rooMS EVoLVED 

FroM THEIr  
TIME AnD 

STrETCHInG InTo  
TIMELESSnESS
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Time is a permanent, ever flowing movement. Nature, on the other hand, flows in cyclic 

phases: Day and night. Sprouting, growing, blossoming, ripening. For humans, a  

key cycle of life is that of activity and rest. The fine, sensitive mechanisms of valuable  

automatic watches have the same requirements. Movement and relaxation. The  

TIME MOVER® watch winder perfectly controls such rhythms to extend your watch’s life. 

14:20:19:67
MoveMent as an eXPRessIon oF tIMe.  

LIFe Is tHe oPPosIte oF toRPID stILLness:  

LIFe Is MoveMent. MoveMent tHRoUGH tIMe.

tIMe
MoveR®
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Time mover®

A MuST-HAVE For  
EVEry LoVEr  
oF FInE TIMEPIECES

At the beginning of the story of the House of BUBEN& 

ZORWEG stood an innovative solution to a problem, a 

solution that represented a milestone to the vast majority of 

passionate collectors of valuable automatic wristwatches: the 

presentation of the first TiME MOVER® in 1998. developed and 

implemented in cooperation with partner company ElMA, the 

design of the watch winder system was so convincing that the 

demand for the accessory aimed at the passionate collector 

grew exponentially. Within just a short time BUBEN&ZORWEG 

had attained the position of world leader in the watch winder 

segment – and the TiME MOVER® had become a milestone for 

the company itself.

BUBEN&ZORWEG employs not only innovative engineers and 

designers with an eye for style but also masters of perfect 

craftsmanship – ideal prerequisites for turning the TiME MOVER® 

into more than “just” a piece of fascinating technology. some-

thing akin to an exclusive universe of passion for all things beau-

tiful and valuable began to evolve around the TiME MOVER®: 

objects small and large with ideal storage and presentation 

conditions for valuable watches and other items of particular 

significance to the lives of their respective owners. This cata-

log conveys an image of the wonderful world that has evolved 

around the TiME MOVER®.

The developers of the TiME MOVER® have, of course, never 

spent a second resting on their laurels. The strive for perfection 

has produced sophisticated electronic control systems and op-

timized operating controls that have enabled the TiME MOVER® 

to evolve into a reference object that commands the cutting 

edge of the market and serves as a benchmark for all who seek 

measurement in this segment.
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MAiNsTREAM POWER OUTPUT iN 
AUTOMATiC WATCHEs WiTH MAiNsPRiNG

TORQUE

fully
wound

unwound

Torque from
mainspring

BUBEN&ZORWEG 
watch winders maintain 

constant tension in 
a range that is safe for 

the mainspring

There are Three gooD reaSonS Why loverS 

of valUable aUTomaTiC WaTCheS SimPly  

CannoT Do WiThoUT a Time mover®: 

NECEssiTy 

Automatic watches have, on average, a power reserve of  

approximately 36 hours before the movement stops. As with all 

high performance mechanisms, motion is the ‘natural’ state of  

a movement. standstill can cause, among other problems, lubri-

cants to solidify, which in turn results in a lost of precision and 

a need for laborious repair work. it is therefore good practice to 

store automatic watches not being worn in a watch winder to 

keep them running in a watch winder such as the TiME MOVER® 

from BUBEN&ZORWEG represents in perfection. 

CONVENiENCE 

The TiME MOVER® provides the correct momentum even for 

large collections of precious automatic watches. The running 

maintenance for time, date, moon phase, time zones and per-

petual calendars is assumed by the TiME MOVER®, preventing 

you from having to recalibrate after every standstill. Experience 

the comfort of knowing that each watch in your collection is  

accurately set and ready to be worn 

PREsENTATiON 

double the pleasure of owning valuable watches by presenting 

them in a befitting environment. BUBEN&ZORWEG offer a wide 

range of TiME MOVER® units, from small two-piece sets to large, 

modular, multi-functional OBjECTs OF TiME® for the passionate 

lover of fine timepieces. Their common denominators are opti-

mal protection and a sumptuous ambience created by master 

craftsmen for the presentation of your valuable collection. 

 

Time mover® baSiCS of oPeraTion

The movement and therefore winding of the watches is managed 

in hourly cycles: short winding phases, each with 8 rotations  

per minute, alternate with longer resting phases. The selected, 

pre-set number of rotations per day exactly matches the time-

piece’s required winding and resting phases.
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Time mover® aUTomaTiC
our ProMISE: unCoMProMISInG 
DoWn To THE FInEST DETAIL

PerfeCTion anD innovaTion: 5-year WarranTy

Watch winders belong to the core competence of BUBEN& 

ZORWEG: from 1998 onwards we, together with our part-

nercompany Elma, have continually upgraded the TiME MOV-

ER®. Our commitment to innovation and perfection has made 

the TiME MOVER® technology the benchmark among watch 

winders, placing BUBEN&ZORWEG at the top of the world-wide 

watch winding market. lovers of fine timepieces in over 100 

countries entrust their valuable automatic watches to the care of 

TiME MOVER® technology. 

The TiME MOVER® winds watches as gently as possible, taxing 

them far less than daily wear on the wrist with its exposure to 

bumps, moisture, etc. Watches that have been wound over long 

periods of time in regular watch winders sometimes fall prey 

to a state in which the mainspring works predominantly in the 

slipping clutch area, never allowing the tension on the mecha-

nism to ease. To prevent this unnecessary strain on the winding 

mechanism, the TiME MOVER® has a specially developed  sleep-

phase which allows the tension on the mainspring to ease. in this 

way unnecessary stress on both slipping clutch and mainspring 

is avoided. in addition, the drive torque is kept constant, thus in-

creasing accuracy. integrated software ensures adherence to the 

chosen rotational frequency. This guarantees a constant number 

of rotations even during current fluctuations.

Run-time tests are continuously carried out at our test labora-

tories. As a result, the TiME MOVER® is the most reliable and 

long-lasting watch winder on the market.  

The entire TiME MOVER®technology was tested with a 250 gram 

weight per watch holder over 15 years of cyclical operation. The 

current consumption and noise emission are kept within strict 

tolerances for each module. 

The outstanding features of the TiME MOVER® are the result of 

uncompromising choice of the best components that can be 

found on the market. specially developed motors are the heart of 

the TiME MOVER®. The impact sound of these already quiet mo-

tors was then tuned during countless development hours to the 

1 Phase 1:

 The watch is wound in an hourly 
cycle: a short winding phase is 
followed by a longer rest phase, 
depending on the required 
number of rotations.

 

2 Phase 2:

 setting the TiME MOVER® sleep 
Phase allows the watch to wind 
down continuously for a maxi-
mum of 12 hours. This leads to 
an additional release of tension 
from the winding spring. 

Time in hours

1      2      3      4     5     6     7      8      9     10     11     12    13     14    15    16    17     18    19    20   21    22   23    24
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EXAMPlE OF WiNdiNG A WATCH WiTH 48 HOURs OF 
POWER REsERVE AT 900 REVOlUTiONs PER dAy
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sleep-Phase
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fUnCTion overvieW

The central element of the latest TiME MOVER® generation is 

the clearly structured, easy-to-use control panel, intuitively 

operated via cursor. One control panel can individually ‘man-

age’ up to six TiME MOVER® modules (1, 2, or 4 unit modules). 

The driving idea behind BUBEN&ZORWEG’s TiME MOVER®  

is to perfectly simulate the natural wearing behaviour. There 

is more to it, however – each TiME MOVER® parameter can be 

configured to match a watch’s individual requirements with 

more accuracy than if the watch is worn on a wrist through-

out a normal day.

A The display Navigation takes 
place by selecting cursor keys 
in the operating field.

b The speedwinding Mode quickly 
provides run-down watches 
with sufficient power reserves. 
The running time is pre-set 
at 60 min. and you can freely 
choose the rotational direction.

C The sleep Mode leaves the 
watch unwound for a freely 
programmable recovery period 
of up to 16 hours. This simulates 
the dayto-day watch wearing 
for which the clockwork  
was designed: the sleep mode  
allows the tension on the  
mainspring to ease.

D The Auto Mode is pre-set on 
delivery and suitable for almost 
all watches - optimal for lovers 
of fine timepieces who have 
no interest in delving into 
in-depth technical details. The 
Auto Mode has a clockwise 
- counter-clockwise winding 
mechanism with 900 rotations/
day (=450 rotations/day per 
rotational direction).

E in the individually adjustable 
select Mode, the settings of 
up to six modules can be indi-

vidually chosen via a compact 
control module. in this way, dif-
ferent watches with particular 
requirements can be moved 
simultaneously yet individually 
in the same TiME MOVER®.

f The setup allows you to set the 
display language to English, 
French, or German; you can 
also choose a demo mode.

g For optimal winding of your 
watches, you can choose a 
Frequency between 650 and 
1800 rotations per day.

h you can choose between three 
Rotational directions:  
clockwise, counter-clockwise, 
and alternating.

I  The quartz-controlled Refer-
ence clock has an independent 
power supply.

j  The service life of the battery 
during battery operation is 12 
to 18 months. 

The watch holder presents the 
watches during the resting period 
in the optimal “12 Hour” Position. 
The watches are easy to insert; 
the watchband is automatically 
tightened (suitable for all sizes).

h

b

D
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f
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TiME MOVER® AUTOMATiC 
HiGHliGHTs

specially developed motor

5 year warranty

Magnetically shielded

Extremely quiet operation

long battery service life  
(12 to 18 months)

intelligent software with  
sleep-phase

Adjustable number of rotations 
and rotational direction

Guaranteed number of rotations

Watch holder for small and  
extra-large watches

Made in Germany

individual frequency of the conductor board to ensure no reso-

nance is created. The use of a motor with a metal drive increased 

the service life of the battery to between 12 and 18 months.

Also significant for passionate collectors is the watch winder’s 

magnetic shielding. Electronic motors create magnetic fields, 

which in certain circumstances can have a negative effect on 

the accuracy of mechanical watches, as the hairspring can take 

on an electromagnetic charge. This element of uncertainty has 

been completely removed in BUBEN&ZORWEG watch winders. 

Ground-breaking development work reduced the radiation emit-

ted by the motor to a value (approx. 80 A/m) that practically no 

longer registers on instruments, and is only double that of the 

Earth’s magnetic field. An extra titbit: the radiation value limit 

for this type of item as defined by the German diN standard is 

4,800 A/m.

To enjoy the benefits of the 5-year warranty on TiME MOVER® 

technology, please register online for membership of the 

BUBEN&ZORWEG Club.
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Time mover® hanDWoUnD
THE InnoVATIVE SoLuTIon For  
PASSIonATE CoLLECTorS oF  
EXCLuSIVE HAnDWounD WATCHES

The development of the TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd is for 

many passionate collectors of exquisite wristwatches with  

a hand-wound caliber nothing less than a quantum leap. in 

general, the same rule applies to both automatic and hand-

wound watch movements: extended standstill brings with it the 

hazard of lubricant solidification and resinification. if the 

precious item boasts fascinating complications such as a moon 

phase display or a perpetual calendar, it can become extremely 

difficult to get its movement working and properly adjusted 

after a standstill

BUBEN&ZORWEG has even created a masterpiece in the field of 

hand-wound watches in the form of the ONE with the impressive 

complication of a perpetual calendar. This development and the 

ever more urgent market demand finally tipped the scales in 

favor of tackling the many obstacles lining the path to develop-

ing the perfect TiME MOVER® for hand-wound watches. 

Anything less than perfect was out of the question. The legen-

dary innovations that have made BUBEN&ZORWEG and its TiME 

MOVER® technology the uncontested market leader for collec-

tors of automatic watches were but of limited use in this quest. 

The TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd is basically a systematic new 

development characterized by the passion of the House of 

BUBEN&ZORWEG for innovative solutions.

beTTer Than fingerTiPS:  

SenSiTive WinDing ConTrol

As the name implies, classic watch winders are intended to keep 

the movements of automatic watches perfectly on the go by 

moving the watches in precision-controlled cycles. The winding 

crown on hand-wound watches, on the other hand, requires 

sensitive handling and control – a task that is both mechanically 

and electronically entirely different to the “inside life” of a 

conventional TiME MOVER®.

Hand-wound watches do not have a safety clutch. The force 

required to wind the watch increases consistently until the 

spring is fully tensioned. The TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd 

monitors these changes in winding force with precise, electroni-

cally controlled sensitivity to ensure the winding process can be 

stopped within milliseconds at the ideal stage when the spring  

is fully wound. The safety clutch has therefore been relocated 

externally to the watch winder’s control system, so to speak;  

this reliably prevents any over-tensioning of the spring.

TWo oPeraTing moDeS: “ColleCTor’S” moDe 

anD “SPeeD WinDing” moDe

“COllECTOR’s” MOdE

The “Collector’s” Mode applies a sophisticated algorithm to keep 

the watch within the spring’s ideal range over the required 

period of time. The spring torque is kept constant and the watch 

at its most accurate.

“sPEEd WiNdiNG” MOdE

The second winding mode of the TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd 

is the speed Winding mode. speed winding winds the watch 

once to full spring tension with outstanding precision. The watch 

can then be removed from the winder and worn with confidence.

TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd 
HiGHliGHTs

Highest operational safety

Automatic deactivation when 
the watch is fully wound

intelligent control system keeps 
the winding spring within an 

ideal tension range

Easy to operate

Universally suitable for virtually 
any hand-wound watch

Customisable settings for power 
reserve and speed winding

Mains and battery operation

Made in Germany
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innovaTion ThroUgh SCienCe - bioniCS

The hand on the cradle of the TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd was 

that of the young science of Bionics – the lessons we can learn 

from Nature’s optimum solutions. Take, for instance, the innova-

tive and bionically perfect equivalent of the human fingertips 

inside the TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd: the gentle softness of 

select rubber rollers that carefully grip the crown... the delicate 

sensitivity of the sensors that control the winding of the watch. 

And their adaptability: this revolutionary new technology from 

the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG is suitable for keeping 95% of 

hand-wound watches on the market running perfectly.

PerfeCT inTegraTion in an eXClUSive ambienCe

The TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd is available in various styles  

of housing – all with the fascinating designs and luxurious 

materials common to all BUBEN&ZORWEG masterpieces of 

craftsmanship. The TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd is operable 

inside its housing and may also be taken out and placed in a  

safe with a mounted watch. TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd units 

are of course integrable in other masterpieces from the House  

of BUBEN&ZORWEG, for instance in our OBjECTs OF TiME®,  

our sAFEs or our exquisite interior for the FiNE ART OF 

COllECTiNG.

it is also easier to mount the watch if the TiME MOVER® HANd-

WOUNd is first removed from the housing. The unit is suitable 

for mounting watches with diameters between 25 and 55 mm; 

the possible strap length ranges between 150 and 220 mm. 

There is an attachment for long straps that is fitted to the upper 

wing of the watch holder.

The TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd inside the housing is powered 

via the mains supply. On removal from the housing the power 

supply is taken over by an integrated battery. A sophisticated 

energy-saving mode guarantees a runtime of up to one year in 

battery mode.

BUBEN&ZORWEG has achieved another innovative develop-

ment in the form of the TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd that  

has been welcomed with interest and gratitude into the world  

of passionate collectors of precious watches: here, at last, is a 

solution beyond all reproach that provides the necessary 

value-conserving care.

A Collector’s Mode:

 This button starts and stops 
the Collector’s Mode. The 
mainspring of your watch is 
maintained within the ideal 
operating range in accordance 
with the selected power reserve.

 b speed Winding:

 This button starts and stops the 
speed winding mode which is 
used to wind the watch to the 
full spring tension

C Power reserve selection:

 Use this button to adjust the 
power reserve for the Collec-
tor’s Mode. Pressing the button 
toggles the selected power re-
serve which then appears on the 
right-hand side of the display.

 

D Power reserve display:

 you can see here which power 
reserve you selected using  
the “Power reserve selection” 
button.

a b C D

EXEMPlARy WiNdiNG CyClE FOR A WATCH 
WiTH A POWER REsERVE OF 48 HOURs

Time in hours

0 h         24 h        48 h        72 h        96 h       120 h       144 h      168 h       192 h      216 h       240 h      264 h     288 h
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0 The device cannot detect the wound 
state of the watch at the time it is 
fitted. The watch is therefore initially 
wound in full.

1 The watch runs down for a specified 
period of time.

2 The watch is fully wound once again. 
This time the device measures how 
long this process takes. The software 
uses the measurement data and the 
power reserve you have set to deter-
mine an individual winding cycle.

3 The watch is now wound a little 
every 12 hours. The device winds the 
watch a little more than absolutely 
necessary to ensure it never fully 
runs down.

4 The watch is now fully wound after  
a time period defined in dependence 
on the power reserve. The perma-
nent cycle will then keep on starting 
over again.
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TIME MoVEr®

HAnDWounD
Can there be any thing more sensitive than the hand of a 

passionate collector who treats his valuable collection with 

loving care? in fact, there is – the TiME MOVER® HANd-

WOUNd from BUBEN&ZORWEG. The innovative company 

conquered the market for automatic watch winder with the 

TiME MOVER® and has successfully defended its leading posi-

tion ever since. 

The TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd from BUBEN&ZORWEG is 

based on a competent foundation of many years‘ experience 

with the sensitive inner workings of valuable watches and 

movements and represents another milestone offering the 

owners of hand-wound watches new perspectives.

The TiME MOVER® HANdWOUNd has – no surprise for a 

product from BUBEN&ZORWEG – another outstanding fea-

ture alongside its fantastic functionality, namely the strikingly 

elegant design of this masterpiece: the TiME MOVER® HANd-

WOUNd is available in Croco or Ebony Grigio as a table-top 

device; as a module, the precision instrument is also the 

perfect addition to the OBjECTs OF TiME® range. The TiME 

MOVER® HANdWOUNd is, of course, an integral part of the 

ONE scope of delivery.

Extensive and compre-

hen-sive knowledge  

of how to handle precious 

watches has enabled 

BUBEN&ZORWEG to find 

the perfect solution to a 

critical characteristic of 

hand-wound watches:  

the winding process is a 

sensitive balancing act as 

they do not have a safety 

clutch. The TiME MOVER® 

HANdWOUNd incorpo-

rates highly sensitive 

electronics with sensors 

that monitor the winding 

process – ideal for spring 

maintenance.

TiME MOVER® – HANd-
WOUNd – FACTs

· Highest operational safety

·  Automatic deactivation when 
the watch is fully wound

·  intelligent control system keeps 
the winding spring within an 
ideal tension range

·  Easy to operate

·  Universally suitable for virtually 
any hand-wound watch

·  Customisable settings for power 
reserve and speed winding

·  Mains and battery operation

·  Made in Germany

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 180 x 280 x 230 mm

· Mains Operation,  
Battery Operation

VERsiONs

CROCO

EBONy GRiGiO
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rEVoLuTIon
design is often most convincing when it represents the revo-

lutionary execution of a radical concept. The REVOlUTiON 

from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG demonstrates precisely 

this passion for innovation. An example: the idea that maxi-

mal transparency can be combined with optimal security: the 

German-made safety lock protects the valuable watches on 

the TiME MOVER® watch winders from unauthorised access 

while they are still on display under a hood of crystal-clear 

security glass. The optional BUBEN&ZORWEG signature clock 

is integrated into the refined lEd lighting system. 

REVOlUTiON – FACTs

· TiME MOVER® for 8 or 12 
watches or 8 TiME MOVER® with 
BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 
clock with a stainless steel bezel 
(for details see page 180)

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG “soft-close” 
mechanism

·  German security lock

·  Aluminium chassis

·  High gloss, polished piano 
lacquer with precious wood or 
carbon inlay work, interior in 
finest italian nappa leather

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· Revolution 8:  
260 x 490 x 325 mm

· RevolutionV8: 
260 x 690 x 325 mm

· Revolution 12: 
260 x 690 x 325 mm

·  25 kg

·  Mains operation

REVOlUTiON  
HiGH FidEliTy

· BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi system 
Monolog 10 with music stream-
ing and Bluetooth integrated in 
the presentations column (for 
details see page 180)

VERsiONs

MACAssAR

CARBON

EBONy GRiGiO

CROCO
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PHAnToM

Form and function combine successfully where perfection 

itself takes shape – the deep satisfaction of owning  

and enjoying a true masterpiece.
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PHAnToM
Futuristic designs built for eternity: this is the basis of the 

design of the PHANTOM by BUBEN&ZORWEG. Open the solid 

aluminium casing with the “push and slide” opening system 

and experience the silky-smooth sliding of fine mechanics and 

master craftsmanship at first hand. Materials, colours, shapes 

and functions are unified in a harmonic connection. 

The optional presentations column positions the PHANTOM  

in the room like an object of art. The PHANTOM HiGH  

FidEliTy has an integrated HiFi system in the presentations 

column, making it not only an object of art but also a  

coveted sound system.

PHANTOM – FACTs

· TiME MOVER® for 4 or 8 
watches

·  Fully mechanical “Push and 
slide” opening system

·  German security lock

·  5 mm thick aluminium chassis 
with a high gloss finish

·  solid base made of aluminium

·  High gloss metallic piano  
lacquer with inlay work in 
macassar or carbon, interior in 
finest italian nappa leather

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  Available with an optional  
presentation column

·  Finest German craftsmanship

 
TECHNiCAl dATA

· Phantom 4: 280 x 275/437 
(closed/open) x 242 mm

· Phantom 8: 280 x 425/738 
(closed/open) x 242 mm

· Mains Operation

WiTH PREsENTATiONs 
COlUMN

· Phantom 4: 1410 x 400/437 
(closed/open) x 400 mm

· Phantom 8: 1410 x 425/738 
(closed/open) x 400 mm

PHANTOM HiGH FidEliTy

· BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi system 
Monolog 10 with music stream-
ing and Bluetooth integrated in 
the presentations column (for 
details see page 180)

VERsiONs

MACAssAR

CARBON diABlO

CARBON
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SPIrIT
To waste words praising the TiME MOVER® from the House of 

BUBEN&ZORWEG among passionate watch collectors would 

be to preach to the converted. its uncontested position as 

market leader is proof enough of the outstanding functional-

ity of these masterpieces. 

The intrinsic values of the TiME MOVER® modules are sub-

ject to continuous improvement – much in keeping with the 

passionate commitment of BUBEN&ZORWEG to innovation 

and enthralling technology. BUBEN&ZORWEG is equally as 

committed to a progressive language of shape that lends an 

expressive design to their innovative technology. Progress 

combines with timelessness to create lasting values of aes-

thetic appeal. 

This claim has found its realisation in the form of sPiRiT, a 

completely new combination of aluminium, steel, wood and 

glass. A special aluminium structure had to be designed to 

unite the streamlined dynamics of the housing with carefully 

selected materials and surfaces in a culmination of perfect 

craftsmanship. Fascination sets in at the first touch, contin-

ues with the appreciation of comprehensive functionality and 

ends... never. sPiRiT is available in croco or carbon with a 

flawless high-polish finish and offers the perfect ambience for 

four, eight or twelve watches. The lEd lighting system brings 

out the best in the precious objects, whilst the lockable doors 

keep them safe from unauthorised access. No matter how you 

look at it, the sPiRiT is every inch another masterpiece from 

the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG.

sPiRiT – FACTs

· TiME MOVER® for 4, 8 or 
12 watches

·  German lock

·  Aluminium chassis

·  High gloss, polished piano  
lacquer

·  Hand-finished housing with inlay 
work in carbon or croco-look 
leather, interior in finest velour

·  Hand polished stainless steel 
applications

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading  
function

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· spirit 4: 275 x 295 x 270 mm

· spirit 8: 275 x 460 x 270 mm

· spirit 12: 275 x 635 x 270 mm

· Mains Operation

· Battery Operation

VERsiONs

CARBON

CROCO

85TiME MOVER®
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VAnTAGE
Those who appreciate clean functional designs will love the 

BUBEN&ZORWEG VANTAGE, a masterpiece of manual 

craftsmanship, which adheres to the “form follows function” 

principle with innovative, high-tech equipment and high-end, 

hand-selected materials. Whether the unit is given a carbon  

or macassar wood finish, the VANTAGE reveals its unique 

value at the very first glance or touch. Ten layers of high-gloss 

varnish that reflect light, black velour that accentuates the 

impressive presentation of the watches on the TiME MOVER®, 

all under a protective pane of crystal glass. 

VANTAGE – FACTs

· TiME MOVER® for 2, 4, 8 or 12 
watches, collection case for  
10 or 18 watches

· Hand-finished housing with 10 
layers of high gloss lacquer and 
exclusive macassar or carbon 
inlay 

· interior in finest velour, black

· Viewing window

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

TECHNiCAl dATA

· Vantage 2: 188 x 244 x 224 mm

· Vantage 4: 244 x 295 x 224 mm

· Vantage 8: 244 x 455 x 244 mm

· Vantage 12: 250 x 580 x 255 mm

· Mains Operation

· Battery Operation 
(Vantage 2, 4, und 8)

· Vantage 10: 93 x 357 x 244 mm

· Vantage 18: 100 x 385 x 325 mm

· Vantage Gentleman: 93 x 357 x 
244 mm

VERsiONs

MACAssAR

CARBON

VANTAGE GENTlEMAN 
FACTs

· Collection case for 2 watches, 
writing utensils and jewellery

· interior in finest velour
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EVoLuTIon
The EVOlUTiON is a masterpiece of perfect craftsmanship  

in a classic, clear design. Up to ten layers of high gloss lacquer 

give the simple grain of the solid ash timber a shining finish. 

Polished gold detailing is reflected in the crystal glass that  

protects the watches from environmental influences whilst 

simultaneously displaying them at their best. Walnut burl  

wood inlays and elegant velour provide a fitting ambience  

for the TiME MOVER®, which complete the EVOlUTiON with 

their innovative, electronic control system. A true classic  

from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG.

EVOlUTiON – FACTs

· TiME MOVER® for 4 or 8 watches

·  Additional storage for 6 watches

·  Hand-finished ash wood  
housing with 10 layers of  
high gloss lacquer

·  Exclusive inlay from selected 
European walnut burl wood

·  Gold-plated and hand-polished 
applications

·  interior in finest velour, tabac

·  Viewing window

TECHNiCAl dATA

· Evolution 4:  
230 x 300 x 236 mm

· Evolution 8: 
230 x 475 x 236 mm

· Mains Operation,  
Battery Operation
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SAFE MASTEr
The sAFE MAsTER allows passionate lovers of fine time-

pieces to integrate the innovative TiME MOVER® technology 

by BUBEN&ZORWEG in their own individual environment. 

The TiME MOVER® units are surrounded by a solid, perfectly 

crafted wooden housing upholstered with sky leather. 

The intelligent software regulates the TiME MOVER® move-

ment cycles in the sAFE MAsTER with the precision to be 

expected of a BUBEN&ZORWEG product. Wherever the sAFE 

MAsTER is used, in a safe, a cupboard or anywhere else for 

that matter – it is and remains a masterpiece of craftsmanship.

sAFE MAsTER – FACTs

· TiME MOVER® for 2, 4 or 8 
watches

·  Hand-finished housing clad in 
sky leather, black

TECHNiCAl dATA

· safe Master 2: 
150 x 235 x 212 mm

· safe Master 4: 
208 x 235 x 212 mm

· safe Master 8: 
232 x 428 x 224 mm

· Mains Operation,  
Battery Operation
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QuAnTuM
The QUANTUM has perfected the art of protecting valuable col-

lections of extraordinary watches. it opens in an instant for the 

lover of fine timepieces while circumspectly protecting the gems 

inside from those deemed unworthy by the owner. The fine 

design simultaneously provides elegantly simple decoration to 

match every interior. The craftsmanship is unsurpassed, and the 

QUANTUM is equipped with technology based on the specific 

needs of a watch collector: 16 TiME MOVER® units, sate-of-the-

art lEd lighting technology with fading function and last but 

not least an electronic locking system, ensuring only the rightful 

owner can open the QUANTUM.

QUANTUM – FACTs

· 16 TiME MOVER®

· interior in finest velour

· Electronic locking system

· Viewing window made  
of safety glass

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

· Optionally available with  
two-way mirror spy glass

· Available with an optional  
presentation column

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 480 x 440 x 450 mm

· 32 kg

· Mains Operation

WiTH PREsENTATiONs 
COlUMN

· 1420 x 440 x 450 mm

· 50 kg

VERsiONs

MACAssAR sEMi GlOss

MACAssAR HiGH GlOss
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CoLLECTor
As a refined artefact the COllECTOR represents an entrance 

point into the world of elite collectors. The watches on the 

TiME MOVER® modules behind the crystal glass doors are 

beautifully illuminated by lEd lights that gently fade out for 

an impressive effect. The black velour interior draws the at-

tention to the real “stars”, namely the watches themselves. 

Whereby the COllECTOR itself has all the qualities of a star: 

perfect hand-crafted finishing in every detail; the silky gloss of 

the piano look with high-quality precious wood or carbon inlay 

offers a safe and befitting ambience for valuable watches – the 

security lock on the side protects from unauthorised access.

Three COllECTOR versions are available: one version has 12 

TiME MOVER® modules and two drawers for storing 10 addi-

tional watches; the second has 16 TiME MOVER® modules and 

additional storage space for 4 watches, whilst the third version 

has 24 TiME MOVER®.

COllECTOR – FACTs

· TiME MOVER® for 12, 16 or 24 
watches

·  Additional storage for 10 
watches in 2 drawers  
(Collector 12)

·  Additional storage for 4 watches  
(Collector 16)

·  Viewing window with specially 
designed opening mechanism

·  suitable for wall mounting

·  swiss security lock

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  Optional presentation table 
available

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 400 x 560 x 284 mm

· Mains Operation

WiTH PREsENTATiONs 
COlUMN

· 1160 x 560 x 330 mm

VERsiONs

MACAssAR

Hand-crafted housing with  
macassar inlay, semi-gloss, interior 

in finest velour, black

CARBON

Hand-crafted housing with 
carbon inlay in top quality carbon 

fibre, high gloss finish, interior 
in finest velour, black
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CoLLECTor 
32 DELuXE
sovereign understatement is the signature of the COllECTOR 

32 dElUXE from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG. Four stainless 

steel portholes give an idea of the valuable content of this  

masterpiece. The clear strength of the lines communicates  

security. This security is delivered by a swiss-made kaba lock.  

A masterpiece of craftsmanship combined with fine, tropical 

or European timbers with polished steel inserts and the finest 

velour. The classic, conservative lines of the COllECTOR 32  

dElUXE that radiate high quality are optimally complemented 

by innovative technology in the form of 32 TiME MOVER® and  

an integrated lEd lighting system.

COllECTOR 32 dElUXE  
– FACTs

· 32 TiME MOVER®

·  3 storage drawers (Gentleman 
insert and 2 watch inserts, for 
details see page 180)

·  4 stainless steel portholes

·  Hand-crafted housing with  
precious wood inlay, interior 
in finest velour

·  integrated thermometer and 
hygrometer displays

·  swiss security lock

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function 

·  Height-adjustable stainless  
steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1825 x 470 x 454 mm

·  105 kg

·  Mains Operation

VERsiONs (HiGH GlOss)

MACAssAR 

(also available in semi gloss)

EBONy GRiGiO



CoSMoPoLITAn
Valuable pieces of jewellery are always masterpieces of exquisite craftsmanship, labours of love  

representing hours of painstaking work by experienced, talented jewellers. These pieces are destined  

to transcend generations. They will make eyes light up and hearts beat more quickly. jewellery  

pieces such as these deserve fitting storage in a surrounding which is as perfect in its workmanship, 

design and materials as the jewels themselves. The COsMOPOliTAN by BUBEN&ZORWEG is such  

a cassette which lovingly houses selected pieces of jewellery. 

COsMOPOliTAN – FACTs

· jewellery case with 2 drawers

·  Hand-finished housing with 10 
layers of high gloss lacquer

·  Crystal mirror inlay

·  Hand-polished, gold-plated 
handle and lock

·  interior in finest velour, black

·  lockable

VERsiONEN

· Classique: cherry wood housing 
with elm tree burl wood inlay

·  Piano-white

diMENsiONs

· 185 x 356 x 260 mm

98 COllECTiON CAsEs



TrAVELLEr 1 & 2
Travelling with watches – even on the road, these valuable pieces deserve surroundings that  

offer them optimal protection, whilst still allowing the lover of fine timepiece to admire a  

housing  that is as perfect in its design as are its contents. Watches love travelling in the  

Traveller, surrounded by the finest leather and safe and comfortable in soft velour. The feeling  

of having given one’s watches the best possible ambience for their journey...

TRAVEllER 1&2 – FACTs

· Portable, practical case for 1 or 2 
watches

·  specially designed opening 
mechanism

·  High-quality, hand-stitched 
leather

·  interior in finest velour, black

diMENsiONs

· Traveller 1: 73 x 75 x 172 mm

· Traveller 2: 73 x 130 x 172 mm
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VENiCE dElUXE – FACTs

· Elegant and handy travel 
jewellery case

VERsiONs

· Noir: Hand-stitched italian 
leather, black, interior in finest 
velour, diablo

·  ivory: Hand-stitched italian 
leather, white, interior in finest 
velour, black

diMENsiONs

· 55 x 220 x 120 mm

VEnICE DELuXE
The attractive, high-quality jewellery travel case from BUBEN&ZORWEG. Whether noir or ivory,  

both versions are made of hand-sewn italian leather lined with the finest velour. you can travel 

happy in the knowledge that your jewellery and gems are safe and sound.





 19:48:38:89
VoroZHESKA LAKE, SVyDoVETS, uKrAInE

Everlasting anchor points. Special moments are islands 

in the flow of time. They are bathed in a special

light. only the time that is basks in the resplendence 

of eternity. not the time that passes.
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THE WorLD IS noT A CLoCKWorK –  
A PHySICIST rEFLECTS on TIME.

„M
odern physics views time as the fourth time-space dimension. Space and 
time therefore form a unit. There is no such thing as absolute time – 
time is something that clocks measure. Any time-dependent process can 

be used as a clock, including biological processes. Time as a scientific term evolved 
from the movements of the stars. For eons they were the most accurate clocks. To-
day, atomic clocks are considered the reference for exact time measurement. 

They make use of the precision with which nature has defined the energetic dif-
ferences in atoms. The most precise atomic clocks lose just one second in a thou-
sand million years. This is the accuracy with which we can measure constants in 
nature and formulate the precision of the laws of nature. 

The shortest unit of time is Planck time, named after Max Planck, the man who 
discovered quantum physics. It measures a mere 5.39106 x 10-44 seconds. There 
is also a Planck length, which is the smallest unit of length. Anything less than 
Planck time and Planck length is known as quantum foam. It is an area where 
space and time lose all significance.

Whether or not time has a beginning and an end is an open issue. According to 
the Big Bang theory, to which the majority of physicists subscribe, the Big Bang 
marked the beginning of time – in other words: there was no time before this 
event; this is where time began. Whether or not the universe will cease to exist 
and with it time itself is equally as open. The answer to this question depends 
on knowing exactly how much dark matter and dark energy there is in the  
universe.

Chaos is the opposite of a regular clockwork movement. The term 
is used when movement is unpredictable or, if at all, then only for 
a brief period of time. This applies, for instance, to the weather and 
road traffic.

Personally, I find the relation between time and coincidence most 
interesting. Is there a precursor to everything that happens? An 
explanation in the form of a cause? According to quantum physics, 
this does not apply to singular events. Therefore, the world is not a 
clockwork that runs according to defined rules.

PRof. DR. ANToN zEILINgER

HEAd OF THE iNsTiTUTE FOR QUANTUM OPTiCs  
ANd QUANTUM iNFORMATiON AT THE 

AUsTRiAN ACAdEMy OF sCiENCEs iN ViENNA 

our KnoWLEDGE 
oF THE LAWS 

oF nATurE 
DEPEnDS on THE 

ACCurACy oF THE 
BEST CLoCKS
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How often do you look at your watch each day!? Busy days, appointments, pressure ...  

the dark side of time. if you need to look at your watch all day, at least it is a comfort  

to read the time from a FiNE TiMEPiECE from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG.  

Perfect, exciting fine mechanics, master craftsmanship, stunning design: All of this  

will leave you wanting to check the time more often.

15:19:38:99
THE WIDE oPEn CounTry BEyonD  

MoMEnTS: TIME IS THE SoIL In WHICH  

ToMorroW GroWS.

FInE
TIMEPIECES
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bUben&zorWeg
ToUrbillonS 
oFF To  
PASTurES nEW

Why ToUrbillonS?

g
ravitational forces have a constant effect on the clock-

work of a mechanical clock. For example, the momen-

tum of the balance wheel increases in the direction of 

the gravitational pull, and decreases in the opposite direction. 

Even though this effect is minimal, it still negatively impacts 

the precision of the instrument. The tourbillon counteracts the 

influence of gravity by permanently rotating key components of 

the clockwork. This is particularly useful for clocks, in which the 

balance wheel is not subject to movement like that in a watch.

in addition, a tourbillon is of course a complication which fas-

cinates all mechanical clock enthusiasts, making it something 

special to own such a clock. The design and manufacture of a 

tourbillon bears witness to the exceptional competence and  

skill of the manufacturer.

The firST generaTion

BUBEN&ZORWEG presented the first table clock with tourbillon 

in 2005 - the Pantheon Grande Réserve Tourbillon, whose limi- 

ted 25 piece run was quickly sold out. The same was true of 

the Pythagoras World Time Tourbillon (2006) - as the first 

mechanical table clock with world time and tourbillon it sold out  

soon after the launch. Both models were testimony to 

BUBEN&ZORWEG’s master craftsmanship, and their passion  

for offering unique and innovative products was enthusiastically 

welcomed by lovers of fine timepieces around the world.

TECHNiCAl iNFORMATiON 
BUBEN&ZORWEG  
TOURBillON

· Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated B&Z initials

· swiss linear escapement

· 11 jewel bearings (synthetic 
rubies)

· screw balance wheels with 
antimagnetic overcoil hairspring

· incabloc shock absorbing mount

TECHNiCAl iNFORMATiON  
dOUBlE-TOURBillON

· Flying minute double tourbillon 
(157 components)

· 2 swiss linear escapements with 
constant power device

· 2 screw balance wheels with 
antimagnetic overcoil hair-
springs

· 24 bearings, incabloc shock 
absorbing mount

· Tourbillon cage from extra light 
aluminium alloy - only approx. 
1.7 g

· Total weight of mounted double 
tourbillon: less than 6.5 g
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The SeConD generaTion

BUBEN&ZORWEG presented the ElliPsE GRANd REVERs 

dOUBlE TOURBillON in 2007, a FiNE TiMEPiECE whose 

complication, the double tourbillon, attracted attention from 

experts in the world of clock making. No other serial clock 

manufacturer had dared to attempt such an ambitious project. 

The double tourbillon was designed by BUBEN&ZORWEG’s 

Atelier d’Horlogerie, where it was also manufactured. 157 indi-

vidual components were laboriously installed and the system 

was aligned before subjecting the masterpiece to 500 hours of 

excellence control. The double tourbillon is a redundant system 

in which both systems function independent of each other and 

yet have an effect on each other - with the result that gravita-

tional forces can practically be discounted, once more increasing 

accuracy.

TECHNiCAl iNFORMATiON   
ORBiT TOURBillON

· Flying tourbillon with light-
weight aluminium construction 
and incorporated B&Z initials

· Precisely balanced light-weight 
aluminium minute hand

· 2 rotation intervals with differing 
running times (60 seconds and 
60 minutes)

· swiss linear escapement with 
constant power device

· screw balance wheel with anti-
magnetic overcoil hairspring

· incabloc shock absorbing mount

· 17 bearings, 3 ball bearings

· 133 components

· Weight of the Orbit unit: 50.8 
grams – includes 27 grams 
counterweight

· Weight of the individual  
tourbillon: 3.7 grams

The ThirD generaTion

BUBEN&ZORWEG presented the third generation of pioneering 

tourbillons in Basel in 2009 - the OBjET dE TEMPs i and ii and 

their Orbit Tourbillons, to great acclaim from aficionados. They 

showcase the movement of time at the place where it is most 

clearly articulated - at the tip of the minute hand. The Orbit 

Tourbillon makes a full circuit around the dial every hour, turning 

on its own axis once every minute in a masterpiece of watch 

making technology - harmonic imagery symbolising chronologi-

cal cycles. Absolute precision is the measurable result of this 

fascinating, unique innovation, which required all our expertise 

and a great deal of perfectionism for the difficult taskof balanc-

ing the minute hand. The boldness needed by BUBEN&ZORWEG 

to become the only manufacturer of large clocks with built in 

tourbillons makes us the first stop for passionate collectors of 

exclusive masterpieces. Our passionate commitment to per-

fection and innovation has once again stretched the limits of 

what is possible, redefining the terms true quality and first class 

masterpiece.
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ELLIPSE
Watching time as it ticks by ... and to lose track of time, fascinated  

by detail. The satisfaction of partaking in perfection. Passionate lovers 

of fine timepiece derive great pleasure from the study of precision 

mechanics, the interplay between springs and cogs, from a design 

that accentuates the inner values as coequal.

08:58:36:45
To ForGET TIME … To LIVE For  

THE MoMEnT, To EnJoy THE  

GIFT oF TIME WITH EVEry SEnSE
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Fascination. Refined precision mechanics in a housing that 

reflects the unique nature of this luxurious FiNE TiMEPiECE. 

Elegant materials, expensive details, the gentle shine of  

gold coating, the perfect combination of glass, metal, veneer 

and hand-chosen precious woods ... a masterpiece of design  

and craftsmanship. 

The passionate lover of fine timepieces will be pleased to  

see his own face in the ElliPsE GRANd REVERs dOUBlE 

TOURBillON: the visible double tourbillon with its 157 parts,  

the precise interaction of components meeting the eyes of  

the observer as if it were a play unfolding on a stage ... the  

multifaceted design, not only of the dial, but also the displays 

- moon phase, world time, power reserve and time itself. The 

rotating pedestal presents this exquisite FiNE TiMEPiECE  

from its best sides - both of them.

ELLIPsE gRAND REvERs 
DoubLE TouRbILLoN

ElliPsE GRANd REVERs 
EXTRêME dOUBlE  
TOURBillON 
LIMITED EDITIoN 10 PCs.

· Unique BUBEN&ZORWEG 
dOUBlE TOURBillON, two in-
dependently running tourbillons 
connected by integral gears, 
redundant system with 157 high-
precision components

·  double-sided BUBEN&ZORWEG 
Fine Timepiece with indication 
of date, moon phase (mother of 
pearl), power reserve and large 
world time display at the rear 

·  15 day German precision  
movement with constant power

·  12 stainless steel bearings in the 
train

·  Exquisite, three-dimensional dial 
with mother of pearl inlay, set 
with diamonds

·  diamond-studded 18 carat white 
gold bezel around the double 
tourbillon

·  diamond-studded 5 minute 
markers in 18 carat white gold

·  Moon disc with silver 935, 
mother-of-pearl moon, set with 
diamonds

·  18 carat gold world time display 
with mother-of-pearl inlay, set 
with diamonds

·  Cocobolo  inlay with 18 carat 
white gold and mother-of pearl, 
set with diamonds

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

· Available with an optional  
presentation column

jEWEls

· 6,791 jewels set in 18 carat  
white gold

·  5,760 jewels, 43.27 ct / G - iF

·  1,031 sapphires

·  99 pieces of mother-of-pearl 
inlays

·  18 pieces goldstone inlays

TECHNiCAl dATA

· Ellipse: 285 x 300 x 130 mm

· 18 kg

· With column:  
1425 x 410 x 305 mm

· 58 kg

· Mains Operation (column)
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ElliPsE GRANd REVERs 
dElUXE dOUBlE TOURBillON  
LIMITED EDITIoN 25 PCs.

· Unique BUBEN&ZORWEG 
dOUBlE TOURBillON, two in-
dependently running tourbillons 
connected by integral gears, 
redundant system with 157 high-
precision components

· double-sided BUBEN&ZORWEG 
Fine Timepiece with indication 
of date, moon phase (mother of 
pearl), power reserve and large 
world time display at the rear

· 15 day German precision  
movement with constant power

· 12 stainless steel bearings in the 
train

· Exquisite, rhodanised, partially 
gold-plated, three-dimensional 
dial with sunray brush

· diamond-studded 18 carat white 
gold bezel around the double 
tourbillon

· diamond-studded 5 minute 
markers in 18 carat white gold

· Moon disc with silver 935, 
mother-of-pearl moon, set with 
diamonds

· dial has a total of 494  
diamonds, approximately  
3.318 ct / G - iF

· large world time display at the 
rear, with etched inner disc

· luxurious hand-crafted gold 
plated housing, polished and 
brushed, on rotatable base, 
mounted with ball bearings, co-
cobolo wood inlay, crystal glass

· 500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

· Available with an optional  
presentation column

ElliPsE GRANd REVERs  
dOUBlE TOURBillON 
RHOdiUM 
LIMITED EDITIoN 75 PCs.

·  Unique BUBEN&ZORWEG  
Fine Timepiece with dOUBlE  
TOURBillON and 15 day  
German precision movement

· Exquisite, rhodanised, three- 
dimensional dial with sunray 
brush and rhodanised  
applications

· silver (935) etched bezel 
around the double tourbillon

· Mother-of-pearl moon disc

· large world time display at  
the rear

· luxurious, hand-crafted, 
rhodanised housing, polished 
and brushed, rotatable base 
mounted with ball bearings, ma-
cassar wood inlay, crystal glass



A sphere of uniqueness discernible at the very first glance is 

what distinguishes true masterpieces. And fascination grows 

with every glance: a new detail catches the eye here and  

there, whilst the interplay between design, innovative clock-

making craftsmanship and perfectly processed refined  

materials enraptures the beholder.

it is not least the impressive flying minute tourbillon built in to 

the ElliPsE GRANd REVERs TOURBillON from the House  

of BUBEN&ZORWEG that brings the unique fine mechanics of 

this gem to the foreground at the exact point where precision 

itself becomes visible, namely in the highly accurate display  

of time. A FiNE TiMEPiECE that is always an enjoyable  

experience … at every glance.

ELLIPsE gRAND REvERs 
TouRbILLoN

ElliPsE BlACk MAGiC 
BUBEN&ZORWEG 
TOURBillON 
LIMITED EDITIoN 25 PCs.

· Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated B&Z initials

·  swiss linear escapement 

·  11 jewels (synthetic rubies)

·  screw balance wheel with anti-
magnetic overcoil hairspring

·  incabloc shock absorbing mount

·  15 day German precision  
movement with constant power

·  12 stainless steel ball bearings in 
the train

·  Exquisite, three-dimensional,  
ruthenium coated dial with 
sunray brush 

·  Mother-of-pearl moon disc

·  large world time display at  
the rear

·  luxurious, hand-crafted, ruthe-
nium-plated housing, polished 
and brushed, rotatable base 
mounted with ball bearings, ma-
cassar wood inlay, crystal glass

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

· Available with an optional  
presentation column

TECHNiCAl dATA

· Ellipse: 285 x 300 x 130 mm

· 18 kg

· With column:  
1425 x 410 x 305 mm

· 58 kg

· Mains Operation (column)
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ElliPsE GRANd REVERs 
TOURBillON 
LIMITED EDITIoN 25 PCs.

· Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated B&Z initials

· swiss linear escapement 

·  11 jewels (synthetic rubies)

·  screw balance wheel with anti-
magnetic overcoil hairspring

·  incabloc shock absorbing mount

·  15 day German precision  
movement with constant power

·  12 stainless steel ball bearings in 
the train

·  Exquisite three-dimensional dial 
with sunray brush and rhodan-
ised/gold-plated applications

·  Mother-of-pearl moon disc

·  large world time display at  
the rear

·  luxurious, hand-crafted, gold-
plated housing, polished and 
brushed, rotatable base mount-
ed with ball bearings, cocobolo 
wood inlay, crystal glass

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

· Available with an optional  
presentation column

113FiNE TiMEPiECEs

ElliPsE GRANd REVERs  
TOURBillON RHOdiUM 
LIMITED EDITIoN 25 PCs.

·  Unique BUBEN&ZORWEG Fine 
Timepiece with flying minute 
tourbillon and 15 day German 
precision movement

·  Exquisite, rhodanised, three- 
dimensional dial with sunray 
brush and rhodanised  
applications

·  Mother-of-pearl moon disc

·  large world time display at  
the rear

·  luxurious, hand-crafted, ruthe-
nium-plated housing, polished 
and brushed, rotatable base 
mounted with ball bearings, ma-
cassar wood inlay, crystal glass
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BUBEN&ZORWEG 
AGARTOs TOURBillON 
LIMITED EDITIoN 25 PCs.

·  Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated B&Z initials,  
screw balance wheel and  
11 jewel bearings

·  8 day German precision  
movement

·  Exquisite, rhodanised dial with 
sunray-brush and rhodium-
plated ring

· 500 hours of BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

·  TiME MOVER® for 5 watches

·  “Magic slide” electro-mechani-
cal opening and closing system

·  Aluminium-wood chassis

·  Rhodanised metal applications

·  High gloss, metallic piano 
lacquer, interior in finest italian 
nappa leather

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  Optional Carbon Fibre doors

·  Optional column with integrated 
BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi system 
Monolog 10 with music stream-
ing and Bluetooth (for details 
see page 180)

·  Finest German craftsmanship

BUBEN&ZORWEG  
AGARTOs 
LIMITED EDITIoN 75 PCs.

·  8 day German precision  
movement

·  Exquisite, rhodanised dial with 
sunray-brush and rhodium-
plated ring

·  500 hours of BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

·  TiME MOVER® for 5 watches

·  “Magic slide” electro-mechani-
cal opening and closing system

·  Aluminium-wood chassis

·  Rhodanised metal applications

·  High gloss, metallic piano 
lacquer, interior in finest italian 
nappa leather

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  Optional Carbon Fibre doors

·  Optional column with integrated 
BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi system 
Monolog 10 with music stream-
ing and Bluetooth (for details 
see page 180)

·  Finest German craftsmanship

AGArToS
it is obvious just from looking at the AGARTOs from 

BUBEN&ZORWEG that something fascinatingly new has been 

created: an object born of the company’s commitment to merge 

bold innovation, progressive design and master craftsmanship 

to form lasting values – a very challenging fusion given the gra-

cious, sweeping form of the object.

The AGARTOs is a unique example of a successful fusion. Pas-

sionate watch collectors will feel compelled to call the mas-

terpiece their own when their eyes come to rest on the B&Z 

TOURBillON integrated in the high precision German clock 

(AGARTOs Tourbillon). A porthole that allows the beholder to 

catch a glimpse of the “intrinsic values” as they move in perfect 

harmony with time. The AGARTOs is more than “just” a precious 

clock: the doors swing magically open to display the otherwise 

heavily guarded precious timepieces of the passionate collector 

against a befitting background. innovative sensor technology 

grants access exclusively to the owner of the AGARTOs.

TECHNiCAl dATA

·  416 x 396 x 277 mm

·  20 kg

·  Mains Operation

dOOR VERsiONs

METAlliC BlACk

CARBON
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PAnTHEon
A view of the entire world’s time – this is the global perspective 

offered by the PANTHEON WORld TiME. The design with the 

Tourbillon visible in the dial allows a glimpse at the precision 

mechanics; both models will please passionate lovers of fine 

timepieces with their viewing windows which allow one to study 

the clock’s movement. The classic design and the perfection of 

this masterpiece are typical of the work of BUBEN&ZORWEG.

PANTHEON WORld TiME 
FACTs

· 15-day German precision  
movement with constant power

·  swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

·  12 stainless steel bearings in  
the train

·  indication of second, date, 
power reserve and world time

·  Exquisite, silver-plated/rhodan-
ised dial with sunray brush

·  Hand-crafted housing with 10 
layers of high-gloss lacquer

·  Hand-polished metal inlay and 
crystal glass

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

PANTHEON WORld TiME 
TOUBillON  
LIMITED EDITIoN 50 PCs.

· Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated B&Z initials, screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

·  15 day German precision move-
ment with constant power

·  Nickel-plated hour and minute 
hands (Noir)

·  indication of date, power  
reserve and world time

·  Exquisite silver-plated/rhodan-
ised dial with sunray brush

·  Hand-crafted housing with 10 
layers of high-gloss lacquer and 
metal inlay 

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

diMENsiONs

· 290 x 290 x 170 mm
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ArTEMIS
The melodic musical mechanism that marks the passing time 

with three charming melodies is sure to put any lover of fine 

timepieces in a harmonious mood when greeted by the melodies 

emitted by this masterpiece of the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG. 

The ARTEMis is a classic in the best sense: The clock mechanism 

features German-made, BUBEN&ZORWEG 500 Hours Excel-

lence Control certified technology. 

True lovers of fine timepieces will discover a pleasant surprise 

when they look closer: a viewing window in the housing which 

offers interesting insights into ARTEMis’ mechanics.

ARTEMis – FACTs

· German 8-day spring-driven 
movement 

·  swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

·  indication of second, date, day 
of the week, month and moon 
phase

·  3 melody striking mechanism 
with automatic overnight  
shutdown

·  Exquisite, silver-plated dial with 
sunray brush

·  Hand-finished housing with 10 
layers of high-gloss lacquer

·  Hand-polished metal inlay and 
crystal glass

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control” 

ARTEMis WORld TiME  
– FACTs

· German 8-day spring-driven 
movement 

·  swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

·  indication of second, date, day 
of the week and world time

·  1/2 hour chime with optional 
overnight shutdown

·  Exquisite, silver-plated dial with 
sunray brush

·  Hand-finished housing with 10 
layers of high-gloss lacquer

·  Hand-polished metal inlay and 
crystal glass

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

diMENsiONs

· 233 x 175 x 150 mm
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sONATA – FACTs

· German 8 day spring-driven 
movement

· swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

· Ruthenium-coated with  
nickel-plated hands

· luxurious, hand-finished black 
wooden housing with 10 layers 
of high-gloss lacquer

· stainless steel doors open to  
the front and the back

· Nickel plated metal inlay and 
crystal glass

· 500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

diMENsiONs

· 140 x 125 x 95 mm

SonATA
The housing of the sONATA is like a picture frame for the 

German-made, precision clock movement. it allows an  

unhindered view of the mechanics from all sides. The  

combination of a black wooden frame with 10 layers of  

high gloss lacquer, crystal glass and nickel-coated metal 

inserts that transform even the smallest BUBEN&ZORWEG 

FiNE TiMEPiECE to a work of art.



PArAGon

PARAGON WORld TiME 
TOURBillON – FACTs 
LIMITED EDITIoN 50 PCs.

· Flying minute tourbillon with 
incorporated B&Z initials, screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

·  30 day German precision  
movement with constant power

·  12 stainless steel ball bearings in 
the train

·  indication of world time and 
date

·  Exquisite, rhodanised dial with 
sunray-brush, goldstone bezel 
and glass chapter ring

·  7 kg BUBEN&ZORWEG crystal 
and stainless steel signature 
weight 

·  Hand-crafted housing made of 
selected macassar wood with 
stainless steel hinges and crystal 
glass

·  30 pieces sterling silver inlay

·  Hand-crafted mother-of-pearl 
inlay  in 4 housing screws

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

PARAGON ORBiT  
TOURBillON – FACTs 
LIMITED EDITIoN 25 PCs.

· Unique BUBEN&ZORWEG 
ORBiT TOURBillON, a rotating 
flying minute tourbillon on the 
minute hand

· 21 day German precision  
movement with constant power 

· 8 stainless steel ball-bearings in 
the train

· Gold-plated cogs, aluminium 
hand with counter-weight

· Exquisite, ruthenium-coated 
dial with sunray-brush and glass 
chapter ring

· 10 kg BUBEN&ZORWEG crystal 
and stainless steel signature 
weight

· 30 pieces sterling silver inlay

· Hand-crafted housing made of 
selected macassar wood with 
stainless steel hinges and crystal 
glass

· Hand-crafted mother-of-pearl 
inlay  in 4 housing screws

· 500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1335 x 310 x 167 mm

· 45 kg

The PARAGON WORld TiME TOURBillON is the crowning  

jewel of wall-mounted clocks. different and fascinating. The 

complication - the highlight for any lover of fine timepieces -  

is the tourbillon, which is visible in the silver-coated dial with  

sunray brush. The PARAGON ORBiT TOURBillON is also 

unique: The flying minute tourbillon rotates on the tip of the 

minute hand. sterling silver inlays allow you to check the power 

reserve in an instant and the train of the BUBEN&ZORWEG 

signature weight is secured in 12 or 8 stainless steel ball bear-

ings. Wherever you look or touch, you will experience absolute 

perfection and master craftsmanship - the key features of this 

FiNE TiMEPiECE by BUBEN&ZORWEG.

122 FiNE TiMEPiECEs
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onE
Time is my companion. As reliable as eternity. As demanding as the 

moment. Everything finds its place in time. The significant and the 

trivial. life’s beautiful moments – bound to time. How wonderful it is in 

such moments to gaze at time, the one and only, unique … wearable…

16:58:36:45
A TIME, THIS onE TIME. In  

So MAny WonDErFuL  

ForMS. TIMELESS.
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just one year old and already well on the way to becoming a legend: The ONE from the  

House of BUBEN&ZORWEG.

The one and only – unmistakable in design with clear classic lines; thrilling insights into the  

technology behind this masterpiece with the perfectly integrated complication of a perpetual  

calendar – and now: the pure beauty of precious diamonds from Germany’s best gemstone  

setters make the ONE deluxe a jewel of particular charm and brilliance… an additional  

touch of luxury to an already unique ONE. Passionate aficionados and collectors of valuable  

hand-wound watches will find it nearly impossible to resist this new object of desire ... 

The MHO calibre by Martin Braun was modified exclusively for BUBEN&ZORWEG to create the  

BZ01 – an innovative highlight of modern watch movement technology. The scope of delivery  

naturally includes the BUBEN&ZORWEG HANdWOUNd – yet another piece of inspired  

technology and the perfect complement to the ONE.

oNE
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ONE PERPETUAl  
CAlENdAR – FACTs

·  Movement BZ01-MHO  
Manufacture Handwinding 
movement

·  46 mm diameter watch

·  39.5 mm diameter movement

·  58 jewels

·  156 hour Power Reserve and ex-
traordinary large balance wheel

·  18.000 A/h

·  312 parts

·  dys Escapement (dynamized 
swiss Escapement)

·  silicium Anchor and silicium 
Escapement Wheel

·  Fine Adjustment system

·  Fully settable and adjustable 
Perpetual Calendar

·  Power Reserve indicator

·  Balance with screws, made 
out of Glucydur

·  All wheels made after Geneva 
seal standard with „Moulure“

·  Zyclovente gear teeth

·  Onyx inlays

VERsiONs 
LIMITED EDITIoNs

·  deluxe Rose Gold: 9 pcs.

·  Platinum: 49 pcs.

· Rose gold: 99 pcs.

·  White gold: 99 pcs.

ONE dElUXE 
VERsiON – FACTs

·  see the One Perpetual 
Calendar for technical details

·  Total weight of the diamonds: 
approx. 5.2 carat

·  Gem quality is G-iF

·  The bezel has approx. 62  
diamonds with a trapeze cut

·  Row with approx. 58 diamonds 
at the case centre

·  single rose-cut diamond set 
in the crown

·  34 diamonds in the clasp

·  Rose gold housing (4N)



  19:23:16:48
FIVE STArS, SAInT-GErMAIn, PArIS,  FrAnCE.

The good fortune to live in special times – a gift of time  

to those who know how to take and celebrate time.

Time of life. Lifetime.
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STrEnGTH EMAnATES FroM PEACE –
rEALITy EXISTS WITHIn TIME.

„T
ime is being and all being is time“ teaches the Uji chapter of the Shobogen-
zo, one of the most philosophical of Zen writings. “U“ stands for existence 
and “ji” for time. This one word alone expresses that in Buddhism – and 

therefore for us Shaolin monks – something real is only there within time.

 That is why we find it so important to treat time with great care. We draw our 
strength from peace, and this peace comes from the knowledge that there is 
only one time and one reality: the Here and Now. This exact moment is unique. 
Yesterday is a memory and tomorrow a vision - and both are thoughts. Reality is 
this Now in this Place. That is what we enjoy, what we open up our consciousness 
to. It is precisely at this moment in time that time reaches its utmost value. Its 
only value. 

Shaolin monks are convinced that the notion of having time is an illusion. Time 
is a gift. A gift that deserves all our attention. It is not time that puts us under 
pressure but rather dealing with time in a careless manner. We monks live with 
each moment of the day, with morning, noon and evening. We deal with what 
is important at the time when it is important. That protects us from the stress 
we see wherever people treat time as they do money. We make ample use  of the 
gift of time. It allows us to take time out for the important things we attend to in 
great detail. It prevents us from making mistakes. 

Stress is both the enslavement of time and being a slave to time; it makes us 
deaf and blind to the one truth: our being in the Here and Now. Conscious living 
means to enjoy and appreciate this moment, free of prejudice and full of care. 
What got us down yesterday and may worry us tomorrow can stay outside today. 
Take only the reality of the present. 

That is what we teach our students. Time is peace, not haste. It is 
not urgency but rather importance and thoroughness that define 
how time should be treated with care. Our students determine the 
speed of learning. Personal dialogue between student and master 
reveal how each is able to live with his time. On this note: enjoy 
every minute of your life. It is a gift from heaven. Omi to fo!

shI YAN fu

sHAOliN GRANd MAsTER

TIME IS A GIFT 
FroM HEAVEn. 

EVEry MoMEnT 
IS SInGuLAr, 
unIQuE AnD

IrrETrIEVABLE





Sharing beautiful things with others enriches our lives and is surpassed only by one  

other greater pleasure: sharing the enjoyment of particularly precious things with  

people we treasure. To open the safe or humidor … especially when it is a masterpiece  

from the House of BuBEN&ZORwEg, fascinating in design and appropriate for the  

grandeur of the moment.

08:59:59:71
tHe Most vaLUaBLe asPeCts oF tIMe 

aRe not MeasUReD In seConDs  

BUt RetaIneD In tHe HeaRt

saFes

TITaN 
PagE 136

 
 

x-007 
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MagNuM 
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COllECTOR SaFE 
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COllECTOR SaFE xl 
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COllECTOR SaFE INBuIlT 
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VaNguaRD SaFE 
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beTTer Safe Than 
Sorry: 
SAFES FroM 
BuBEn&ZorWEG

T
he topic of protection and safeguarding quickly becomes 

the centre of attention when it comes to safekeeping 

luxury watches, precious valuables or irreplaceable  

documents. A matter of course, then, for BUBEN&ZORWEG  

to take up this challenge. security solutions appropriate to the 

level of security in question are therefore integrated in virtually 

every masterpiece. 

The company has implemented unique, high-end security solu-

tions with the same passion for innovation and master crafts-

manship that is so typical of BUBEN&ZORWEG. This is particu-

larly apparent in the use of materials such as RElAsTAN®, which 

was developed by renowned company kaba AG in close collabo-

ration with technical universities and material testing institutes. 

RElAsTAN® is up to 50 per cent lighter and less voluminous 

than conventional materials used for armoured protection 

without compromising any of the features critical to security – a 

huge advantage in view of the load-bearing capacity of conven-

tional ceiling designs. 

Take the locking system of the X-007, for instance: BUBEN& 

ZORWEG banks on PAXOs® compact, a system proven many 

thousands of times around the world and protector of many  

billions throughout Europe – from gold safes in national banks  

to the vaults of banknote prints. duplicating an independent set 

of all the main elements relevant to security not only increases 

the level of security but also achieves a statistical lifetime of  

15 million hours. Further features include a maintenance-free 

mechanical system, integrated protection against drilling and 

trouble-free integration in alarm systems. 

The choice of the best possible solution with regard to security-

related aspects of BUBEN&ZORWEG safes is supported by the 

master craftsmanship with which the safes are integrated in  

OBjECTs OF TiME® or, as is the case with the X-007, in the form 

of sophisticated standalone safes. Hand-selected woods, finest 

italian leather and high quality metal appliqués let you forget 

that a safe is defined primarily by its purpose – as a masterpiece 

of craftsmanship from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG, each safe 

can also be an attractive element in any discerning ambience. 

security can be this beautiful, and beauty can feel this safe.
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TITAn
As better is the enemy of good, so is the TiTAN 

even more secure than other safes from the House 

of BUBEN&ZORWEG - and that is saying something, 

given these masterpieces of German and swiss  

security technology. in other words: for all intents  

and purposes the absolute has been achieved.  

Presence in the room – an elitist milestone of  

aesthetic appeal and security.

14:03:15:87
AnyTHInG IS PoSSIBLE BEyonD  

THE SCoPE oF TIME. THE  

EVErLASTInG WILL MATErIALISE  

oVEr THE CourSE oF TIME.
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“Vds iV” is the technical classification of TiTAN’s security aspects – Vds is a certification system of 

German insurance companies. The TiTAN’s total weight of 730 kg stands for the solidity of the safe; 

the high-security swiss technology of the kABA locking system has been tested repeatedly and  

received excellent results. Each detail is a masterpiece of perfect craftsmanship, a fascinating  

culmination of innovation and design – one example is the TiME MOVER® watch winding element  

that glides impressively forwards when the TiTAN is opened and turns 180 degrees at the press of  

a secret button, displaying 18 other watch winders. Or the optional integrated, climatised  

humidor ... or the German-made HiFi system.

TITAN
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TiTAN – FACTs

· High-security safe with vds Iv 
(German security Certification)

· High-security PAXOs® compact 
locking system

· Connectible to the home alarm 
system

· Patented, weight-saving safe 
wall design using RElAsTAN®

· Unique “Pull & slide” opening 
mechanism with an extendible 
interior

· double-sided TiME MOVER® 
carousel for 36 watches  
(18 on each side)

· 2 storage drawers (Gentleman 
insert and watch insert, for 
details see page 181)

·  Electro-mechanical rotating 
mechanism with secret button

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 
clock with a stainless steel bezel 
(for details see page 180)

· Optional BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi 
system Monolog 10 with music 
streaming and Bluetooth (for 
details see page 180)

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  Optional humidor with a German 
electronic humidifying system 
(for details see page 180)

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1260 x 710 x 800 mm

· 730 kg

· Mains Operation

dEsiGN

EBONy GRiGiO (HiGH GlOss)



X-007
“it is only with the heart that one can see rightly,” said  

saint-Exupéry’s little prince – and BUBEN&ZORWEG have 

developed the X-007 for the precious things that are  

dear to your heart. An object that does not reveal its  

purpose. A safe that conceals itself whilst lending an air  

of monumental ornamentalism to any room.

140 X-007

09:00:02:58
EVEry STEP HAS ITS oWn  

TIME. THE rIGHT STEPS  

AT THE rIGHT TIME LEAD  

To SuCCESS.
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Those who are privileged enough to witness the “Open, sesame” effect of an X-007 from 

BUBEN&ZORWEG often feel as if they have been dropped into another world. The content of the  

safe rises from the elegantly designed monolith with an air of solemnity to reveal its inner  

values. 21 TiME MOVER® units, drawers for valuables, documents and top secrets are accessible  

until they disappear again into the depths of security.

The high-security PAXOs® locking system has already proved itself in swiss banks; every detail  

of this masterpiece is an ode to master craftsmanship. The design also contributes to the  

reassuring level of security offered by the X-007. Who would expect a work of art characterised  

by selected materials and elegant forms to conceal a safe?

X-007
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X-007 – FACTs

· High-security safe with vds II 
(German security Certification)

·  Worldwide unique opening 
mechanism

·  Patented safe wall construction 
from RElAsTAN®

·  High-security PAXOs® compact 
locking system

·  Connectible to the home alarm 
system

·  TiME MOVER® for 21 watches

·  Front and side drawers for stor-
ing jewellery or other valuables

·  Hand-polished stainless  
steel applications

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
with fading technology

·  lockable security glass door 
with high-security lock

·  Emergency crank for opening 
the safe in the event of a power 
failure

·  Optional 2 or 3 internal drawers

·  Optional with 8 TiME MOVER®  
in 2 side-drawers

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· Closed: 1200 x 750 x 615 mm

· Open: 2000 x 750 x 615 mm

· 580 kg

· Mains Operation

VERsiONs

MACAssAR

Hand-crafted housing from  
selected macassar, interior in 
hand-stitched italian leather, 

cognac or black

lEATHER

Hand-crafted housing covered in 
finest leather and exquisite macas-
sar inlay; interior in hand-stitched 

italian leather, diablo or black





 13:21:47:83
MAGnuM

Knowing that the things we hold dear are  

uncompromisingly secure – the relaxed aura of  

trust placed in a perfect masterpiece.
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MAGnuM
A special time to behold precious treasures. like a 

pearl in an oyster’s shell. like glinting ore in the  

crust of the Earth. like the most valuable private 

items, concealed inside the MAGNUM from the  

House of BUBEN&ZORWEG. security and aesthetic  

appeal beyond all reproach. And then… the indes- 

cribable pleasure of opening the safe.

14:03:15:87
To STEM THE VALuE oF PErMAnEnCE 

AGAInST THE FLoW oF TIME… SuCH 

STrEnGTH
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size matters … alone the dimensions of the MAGNUM sAFE from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG 

radiate a flair of utterly trustworthy security – tested and certified in accordance with the Vds i se-

curity standard. it is enthralling to see how BUBEN&ZORWEG have incorporated innovative function-

ality, fascinating design and master craftsmanship in an apparently down-to-earth object to create 

something never seen before. 

The doors of the double-sided MAGNUM sAFE swing elegantly inwards and disappear inside the 

housing – a fascinatingly innovative solution that contributes just as much as the integrated lEd 

lighting system to an effective presentation of the precious masterpieces concealed within. When 

the safe is closed the oval B&Z signature clock is not only an eye-catcher but also the signature for 

the origin of the entire object. in addition to adequate space for watch collections the Magnum also 

offers a secret compartment as extra storage space behind the watch winders. 

An integrated hi-fi system is also available as an optional extra to provide a befitting musical ambi-

ence for those moments spent enjoying a precious collection.

MAgNuM
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MAGNUM – FACTs

· High-security safe with Vds i 
(German security Certification)

·  Electronic German high security 
locking system

·  TiME MOVER® for 16 watches 
and 4 drawers, TiME MOVER® 
for 32 watches and 2 drawers or 
TiME MOVER® for 48 watches

·  Unique “Pull & slide” opening 
and closing mechanism with an 
extendible interior

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
with fading technology

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 
clock with a stainless steel bezel

·  interior in finest black velour

· Hidden compartments behind 
the TiME MOVER® modules

·  storage drawers for watches, 
jewellery and documents

· Optional BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi 
system Monolog 10 with music 
streaming and Bluetooth (for 
details see page 180)

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1380 x 1320 x 720 mm

·  650 kg

·  Mains operation

dEsiGN

Hand-crafted housing clad in  
German bull´s neck leather;  

hand-polished stainless steel inlay 
work; interior in finest velour  
and polished Ebony Grigio 
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COllECTOR sAFE – FACTs
 

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-80 
(for details see page 181)

·  Hand-crafted housing, piano 
finish with precious wood inlay, 
high gloss

·  1 storage drawer (Gentleman 
insert, for details see page 180)

·  Hand-stitched italian nappa 
leather

·  interior in finest velour, black

·  swiss security lock

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
with fading technology

·  Height-adjustable stainless 
steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

·  1235 x 550 x 505 mm

·  220 kg

·  Mains Operation

CoLLECTor
SAFE
Refined materials; precious look-and-feel; classic, almost puristic 

design: who could hazard a guess at the true purpose of the 

COllECTOR sAFE? Practically invisible swiss-made security 

technology identifies it as a Vds Class i safe. A safe haven for 

valuable watches and other precious items. The fascination 

surrounding the standalone version emanates from the exotic 

woods and many coats of high-gloss lacquer incorporated in this 

masterpiece of elitist craftsmanship.

VERsiONs (HiGH GlOss)

MACAssAR

EBONy GRiGiO
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COllECTOR sAFE Xl – FACTs
 

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-110 
(for details see page 181)

·  Hand-crafted housing, piano 
finish with precious wood inlay, 
high gloss

·  Additional storage space for 
documents and other valuable 
items

·  Hand-stitched italian nappa 
leather

·  interior in finest velour, black

·   swiss security lock

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
with fading technology

·  Height-adjustable stainless 
steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

·  1455 x 550 x 505 mm

·  300 kg

·  Mains Operation

CoLLECTor
SAFE XL
Mistaking a safe for an attractive object of interior design instead 

of a strongbox is in itself an aspect of security. The COllECTOR 

sAFE Xl is the further development of the COllECTOR sAFE. 

it measures 110 instead of 80 cm in height and therefore offers 

additional storage space for documents, artefacts and valuables 

alongside the customary eight TiME MOVER® modules and five 

drawers. The certified security standards that apply to the Xl 

variant of the COllECTOR sAFE remain as high as ever.

VERsiONs (HiGH GlOss)

MACAssAR

EBONy GRiGiO
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CoLLECTor
SAFE InBuILT
The COllECTOR sAFE iNBUilT is available with the 

BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-60 and a drawer or with the si-80. 

Both variants offer an ideal solution for safekeeping any unique 

collection. The design incorporates two-way mirror spy glass 

doors; this is an additional security aspect as it enables the safe 

to be “invisibly” integrated in any surrounding.

COllECTOR sAFE  
iNBUilT – FACTs
 

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe 
si-60 and 1 storage drawer 
(Gentleman insert) or a 
BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-80 
(for details see page 181)

· Hand-crafted housing, interior in 
finest italian nappa leather

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function 

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 902 x 568 x 540 mm

· Mains Operation
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VANGUARd sAFE – FACTs

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-60 
(for details see page 181)

·  Hand-crafted housing with  
precious wood inlay, high gloss 
and croco-look leather, interior 
in finest velour, black

·  Hand-polished stainless steel 
inlay

·  Viewing window made of  
two-way mirror spy glass 

·  swiss security lock

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
with fading technology

·  Height-adjustable stainless 
steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 750 x 550 x 540 mm

· 180 kg

· Mains Operation

VAnGuArD
SAFE
The design of the VANGUARd sAFE is perfect in every detail and 

combines refined aesthetic appeal with the reassuring security of 

safety class Vds i (German security Certification). The integrated 

high-security safe of German manufacture is a shining example 

of master craftsmanship (right down to the polished bolts) and 

innovative security technology. The VANGUARd sAFE offers 

automatic watches care and protection on eight TiME MOVER® 

units, whilst drawers safely accommodate further watches and 

other items of value.

VERsiONs (HiGH GlOss)

MACAssAR CROCO

EBONy GRiGiO CROCO

WAlNUT BURl WOOd CROCO



  05:17:23:79
TuSCALooSA, ALABAMA, uSA

Beyond the ordinary. Every second can be lost in routine – or become a 

part of our very essence as an unforgettable experience. Good times are 

the fruit of sound decisions.
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QuALITY TIME IS FuLL oF Joy.

„h
e who does not do everything he can to be the best, to become the best 
or to remain the best is not deserving of second place. He will inevitably 
fall back to last place – that is my motto that we here at Quinta do Monte 

d’Oiro live by. We get as close as possible to perfection by doing what it takes to 
be the best every single day from scratch, with no concession whatsoever of con-
sidering second place as being at all adequate. 

 Time is the scarcest resource in my life. To have time is to experience pure joy. To 
integrate such moments in my daily routine, this contradictory duality of time, 
this to me is the true art of savoir vivre. I cannot have time for everything, and 
I cannot stand a permanent lack of time. The following saying applies to me: 
“When God created time he said nothing about haste”. 

 Nature gives wine its sophisticated potential – but it is time that decides when it 
is at its best. I accept the risk of challenging time at the precise moment I decide 
to open a bottle: it can turn out to be the perfect moment, but I can do myself 
out of the height of enjoyment if impatience causes me to act too soon … and it 
can also be too late.

 The greatest wines hide their secrets inside the bottle until that moment when 
the “plop” of the cork is heard. As a producer I would like to see this moment 
chosen with contemplation and respect, in a befitting ambience and the right 
company. These elements are all part of enabling the wine to develop its inner-
most qualities. This is what happens when the wine drinker turns out to be a 
connoisseur…

 I can listen to great music on my own from a recording or drink a fine wine 
alone behind closed doors – but the special music I listen to in a concert hall, the 
unique wine I enjoy in a marvelous restaurant accompanied by delicious food … 
these moments can touch me in a way that makes them truly magnificent. 

 Joy is everything in life – I agree wholeheartedly with these words spoken by a 
wise man: every good time must be full of joy.

josé bENTo Dos sANTos

TOP WiNE PROdUCER; dEPUTy CHAiRMAN OF THE  
iNTERNATiONAl ACAdEMy OF GAsTRONOMy;  

PREsidENT OF THE PORTUGUEsE ACAdEMy OF GAsTRONOMy

QuALITy IS
CrEATED  

WHEn THInGS  
MATurE In THEIr  

oWn TIME.
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True connoisseurs know the maturity cycles of fine delights. A very special wine develops its 

character in an ambience worthy of its grandeur. An exquisite cigar unfolds its incomparable 

aroma to he who grants it the honor of loving cultivation and appropriate storage. And when 

the time is ripe – how wonderful is the reward that follows wistful anticipation!

19:23:60:89
THE HIGHLIGHT. THE ArT oF DoInG  

AnD EnJoyInG THE rIGHT THInG  

AT THE rIGHT TIME.

WInE &
CIGArS

GRANd  
AFiCiONAdO 

PAGE 164
 
 

GRANd  
CONNOissEUR 

PAGE 168
 
 

GRANd  
CONNOissEUR Xl 

PAGE 170
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UPgraDe ThroUgh The PerfeCT 
ambienT ClimaTe
BuBEn&ZorWEG oFFErS THE
IDEAL AMBIEnCE For FInE
CIGArS AnD VALuABLE WInES

The passion of the collector and connoisseur… Whilst watches 

and precious items should be stored in a way that protects 

them yet also displays them to the delight of the proud owner, 

exquisite wines and cigars require careful attention: both require 

appropriate storage and handling for them to endow the ulti-

mate pleasure of enjoyment the at the right moment in time.

CigarS – harDly “Dry” maTerial

Good cigars improve with age. They ripen towards the moment 

in time when they can promise pure pleasure to the true con-

noisseur. it is, however, prerequisite that the process of maturing 

takes place under ideal conditions. Air humidity in particular 

needs to be maintained at a range that provides the best condi-

tions for the development of the cigars’ aromatic characteristics. 

When all factors are perfectly matched, the cigars’ aroma will in 

the course of time develop the depth and fullness that is so ap-

preciated by aficionados. 

A good humidor is therefore the best investment to protect a 

treasure trove of lovingly compiled collection of exquisite cigars 

and to enjoy them during those special moments with the confi-

dence of the true connoisseur.

The humidors offered by BUBEN&ZORWEG for storing fine 

cigars create the perfect micro-climate. The electronically con-

trolled mechanism for humidifying the air specifically regulates 

the evaporation and distribution of humidity inside the humidor. 

An active system was selected as it guarantees a much higher 

degree of precision than a passive evaporation system. Highly 

sensitive sensors monitor the micro-climate inside the humidor 

at specific points and react quickly to changes in humidity to 

keep it at a constant, ideal level within a precision range of one 

to two per cent – even when the humidor is opened to extract 

cigars. 

The humidor in the “Grand Connoisseur” from BUBEN&ZORWEG 

is equipped with a four-litre container for this purpose; in the 

smaller humidors the water needed for humidification is con-

tained in a specially developed sponge: material properties, 

storage behaviour, the size of the capillary cells and fluid reten-

tion capacity are fine-tuned to the overall system. Both tank and 

sponge systems are fitted with anti-septic equipment.

An elaborate ventilation system ensures the perfect distribution 

of the correct humidity throughout the humidor and effectively 

prevents the formation of dry spots or wet zones. 

in this way, cigars stored in a humidor from BUBEN&ZORWEG 

mature in the best possible ambience, in a habitat that serves a 

single purpose: to increase the anticipation of the ideal moment 

of enjoyment. 
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WineS – The PaTh To PerfeCT enJoymenT

Valuable wines also need a carefully monitored and regulated 

habitat in which they can mature towards the apex of develop-

ing their specific intrinsic qualities. 

The traditional wine cellars in the growing areas of the finest 

wines provide the right temperature in which the wines spend 

the final third of the maturing process developing under ideal 

conditions. The first third is a blend of exquisite grape variety, 

favourable wind and weather conditions and the skill of the 

vintner up to the point of harvest. The second third is contri-

buted by experienced vintners who concentrate their skill and 

experience on turning the rough diamond of a well-grown grape 

into a sparkling treasure of a fine wine. The final third lies in the 

responsibility of the connoisseur to whom the bottled wine is 

presented. it is his duty to store the unique gem carefully and 

to revive it at just the right moment to release the unsurpassed 

enjoyment that is hidden inside. 

The best natural wine cellars in the best growing areas are so 

deep in the ground that they guarantee a constantly low am- 

bient temperature and a consistent humidity level. The wine 

stores of the best vintners are based on these cellars and use 

precision control and regulation technology to provide an  

ambience befitting fine wines. 

A wine climate cabinet from BUBEN&ZORWEG offers the same 

ideal ambience on a smaller scale, where fine wines can mature 

towards their apex. Bottles are stored in a closed cabinet under 

ideal, electronically controlled conditions; temperature and hu-

midity are controlled with much greater precision than any wine 

cellar can offer. digital controls provide detailed information on 

all storage conditions. 

The bottle carousel is a special feature that allows the owner 

to present his exquisite wines - a vibration-free motor rotates 

a presentation plate with eight bottles under the watchful eye 

of the connoisseur to enhance the anticipation of a moment of 

perfect enjoyment. The Grand Aficionado also has space for a 

further eight bottles in the “cellar section”. 





 20:19:37:13
GrAnD AFICIonADo

Knowing that the things we hold dear are  

uncompromisingly secure – the relaxed aura of  

trust placed in a perfect masterpiece.
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GrAnD 
AFICIonADo
Many of life’s happiest moments are refined through  

a time of anticipation until they achieve maturity,  

the individual fullness of time that then unfolds in  

their enjoyment. Rare, precious moments...

08:45:39:17
FInDInG EnouGH TIME For  

THE rIGHT TIME – ACCoMPAnIED  

By QuIET AnTICIPATIon oF  

THE HIGHLIGHT
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Refined aged wine in a fascinating new ambience: the GRANd AFiCiONAdO from BUBEN&ZORWEG 

unites passion for the exquisite with innovative technology. A masterpiece of perfect craftsmanship 

and a befitting setting for what we perceive to be beautiful, valuable and good. lovers of fine time-

pieces and fine wines, harmonious sounds and fascinating designs will find in GRANd AFiCiONAdO 

the successful symbiosis of form and function … together with the reassurance offered by a safe with 

a German security certificate. The GRANd AFiCiONAdO is a visible expression of the pleasure gained 

from precious items of value – as a strikingly elegant piece in any discerning ambience.

gRAND AfICIoNADo
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GRANd AFiCONAdO – 
FACTs

· Climate cabinet with consistent 
humidity for wine

· digital controls

· Carousel with a vibration-free 
motor for 8 wine bottles

· Additional storage space for 8 
bottles

· satellites with a total of 12 TiME 
MOVER®, humidor, bar and wine 
cork display

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe si-60

· BUBEN&ZORWEG Fine Time-
piece with 8-day spring-driven 
movement of German manufac-
ture

· Optional BUBEN&ZORWEG HiFi 
system Monolog 10 with music 
streaming and Bluetooth (for 
details see page 180)

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1826 x 1052 x 725 mm

· 430 kg

· Mains Operation
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GrAnD
ConnoISSEur
A masterpiece of craftsmanship from the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG 

that has nothing to do with clocks or jewellery? Foreign ground? Only  

at first glance – a passion for refined enjoyment, for happiness in the 

ownership of exquisite things can be found in a collection of the finest  

cigars in the world, just as easily as it can be found in a passion for special 

timepieces. These two passions are often found in the same person. 

This is why the GRANd CONNOissEUR is the perfect complement, 

especially given that it is an innovation with the kind of combination 

of cutting-edge technology and master craftsmanship so typical of 

BUBEN&ZORWEG. The humidifying system offers selected cigars the 

perfect, electronically-controlled ambience. Here, the cigars have a  

place where they can ripen for decades or just until they attain  

aromatic perfection. The interior made from spanish cedar wood and 

mahogany is the optimal housing for an exclusive cigar collection.

WiNE & CiGARs

GRANd CONNOissEUR 
FACTs

· Hand-crafted housing with  
precious wood inlay

·  4 portholes encased in  
stainless steel

·  swiss security lock

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  Height-adjustable stainless  
steel feet

·  Finest German craftsmanship

HUMidOR

· Humidor for 1,000 cigars

· Absolute constant humidity

· Extreme switching precision

· Automatic contamination  
protection

· Fully electronic water level 
indicator

· High-precision measurement 
sensors

· Air circulation system for  
optimum distribution of  
humidity

· suitable for cigar ageing 
(long-term storage over several 
decades)

· interior in spanish cedar and 
mahogany for optimum aroma 
development

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1818 x 470 x 450 mm

· 100 kg

· Mains Operation

VERsiONs (HiGH GlOss)

MACAssAR 

(also available in semi-gloss)

EBONy GRiGiO
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GrAnD
ConnoISSEur 
XL
The scope of a collection can soon start to push at the boundaries when 

the collector’s heart beats with true passion. Caring for ideal storage 

conditions and an appealing presentation is also a must in noble  

surroundings such as a cigar lounge. The GRANd CONNOissEUR Xl  

has precisely what it takes: the superbly acclimatised and  

electronically controlled ambience of this masterpiece from the House  

of BUBEN&ZORWEG offers room for around 2,000 cigars.

GRANd CONNOissEUR Xl 
FACTs

· Hand-crafted housing with  
precious wood inlay

· 2 portholes encased in stainless 
steel

· swiss security lock

· state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

· Height-adjustable stainless  
steel feet

· Finest German craftsmanship

HUMidOR

· Humidor for 2,000 cigars

· Absolute constant humidity

· Extreme switching precision

· Automatic contamination  
protection

· Fully electronic water level  
indicator

· High-precision measurement 
sensors

· Air circulation system for opti-
mum distribution of humidity

· suitable for cigar ageing  
(long-term storage over  
several decades)

· interior in spanish cedar and 
mahogany for optimum aroma

TECHNiCAl dATA

· 1810 x 908 x 505 mm

· Mains Operation

VERsiONs (HiGH GlOss)

MACAssAR 

(also available in semi-gloss)

EBONy GRiGiO
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The hoUSe of bUben&zorWeg
THE FIrST SToP For PASSIonATE
LoVErS oF FInE TIMEPIECES

b
UBEN&ZORWEG has achieved a unique position in the 

almost two decades since its foundation in 1995: The 

company is now the first port of call for lovers of fine 

timepieces and for collectors and connoisseurs of precious 

rarities.

A commitment to intransigence in the creative process coupled 

with stylish, powerfully bold designs, a burning enthusiasm for 

technological innovation and superior craftsmanship… this is 

what our masterpieces are made of. This is how uniqueness is 

created. Unmistakable creations.

The elemental TiME MOVER® technology was a first milestone in 

the developments achieved by the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG. 

Consistent pioneering work led to a convincing solution to the 

challenge of storing valuable automatic watches in an ambience 

that preserved their value and offered a befitting and secure 

showcase for presentation. Achieving global leadership in this 

segment was no more than a logical consequence. it is the 

result of a concern for the essential desires and requirements of 

discerning lovers of fine timepieces for whom BUBEN&ZORWEG 

creates unique masterpieces with joy and passion.

in 2005, BUBEN&ZORWEG introduced mechanical clocks to 

its range in the form of the FiNE TiMEPiECE Collection. One 

outstanding characteristic is the company’s specialisation in the 

fascinating complication of the tourbillon. BUBEN&ZORWEG 

once again performed pioneering feats in the field. in 2007, the 

company surprised the expert world with the double tourbillon, 

followed by the Orbit Tourbillon in 2009 – the apex of the art  

of watchmaking for which the in-house Atelier d‘Horlogerie  

offers every prerequisite.

 The OBjECTs OF TiME®, presented for the first time in 2006, 

unite the different lines at BUBEN&ZORWEG to form fascina-

ting, unique objects of luxury. At the heart of each is always 

a FiNE TiMEPiECE as a trademark of the international luxury 

brand. TiME MOVER®, safe, climate-controlled wine cabinet, 

humidor, HiFi sound, often uniquely configured to reflect the 

owner’s specific demands, and many striking innovations such 

as sophisticated opening mechanisms… they all contribute to-

wards fulfilling the claim upheld by the OBjECTs OF TiME®:  

the enjoyment of time in its most beautiful form.

The topic of security was prioritized from 2008 onwards – it 

is, after all, an issue of considerable importance to people who 

surround themselves with select values. luxury safes from the 

House of BUBEN&ZORWEG leave no security-relevant concern 

unanswered. They stand out in bespoke interiors as attractive 

eye-catchers thanks to their superior design… the ownership  

of precious objects demands both comprehensive protection 

and an opportunity to display their impressive beauty.

An encounter with a BUBEN&ZORWEG masterpiece expresses 

much more than words can say. you can experience the fascina-

tion and magic of our objects at first hand at our boutiques  

and flagship stores around the world. Welcome to the universe 

of BUBEN&ZORWEG.

1998 

TIME MoVEr® TECHnoLoGy

2006 

CrEATIon oF THE oBJECTS oF TIME®

2005 

FInE TIMEPIECE CoLLECTIon
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BuBEn&ZorWEG DELIGHTS LoVErS oF FInE TIMEPIECES WITH unIQuE 

MASTErPIECES oF CrAFTSMAnSHIP. THE SyMBIoSIS BETWEEn  

CoMPELLInG InnoVATIon AnD EXQuISITE DESIGn CHArACTErISES 

AnD DEFInES our EXCLuSIVE oBJECTS oF TIME® SELECTED MATErIALS 

AnD PErFECT WorKMAnSHIP FuLFIL AnD EXCEED our  

CuSToMErS’ HIGHEST EXPECTATIonS.

ChriSTian zörWeg, Daniel zörWeg, haralD bUben

2008 

LuXury SAFE CoLLECTIon

2012 

WInE & CIGArS
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viSionS beCome realiTy
THE CrEATIVE ProCESS BEHInD 
our MASTErPIECES
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W
herever we encounter virtuosic accomplishments in 

art, in science, in architecture, at the museum or the 

drawing room of a connoisseur, they all one thing in 

common: every masterpiece is the expression of an idea. Every 

ingenious creation begins as a thought, an inner picture.

Creating something truly unique calls for the courage to 

think differently to others. That is what differentiates 

BUBEN&ZORWEG. From the first scribble of an idea to the  

final details of a perfect realization.

The magic of an OBjECTs OF TiME®, the powerful aura of a 

luxury safe, the fascinating world of the complications integrat-

ed in our FiNE TiMEPiECEs, innovative TiME MOVER® technol-

ogy… all of this would be inconceivable without the innovative 

creative process that is at the heart of corporate culture at 

BUBEN&ZORWEG.

The challenge to think the unthinkable, to enable the apparently 

unfeasible, and to present what was previously unknown: this 

is how masterpieces come into the world. Unique objects. As 

unique as the people we want our products to fill with the joy 

and pride of ownership. 





  18:17:41:58
BuBEn&ZorWEG BouTIQuE, DuBAI .

Luxury at its best. Boutiques, InShop boutiques and  

VIP rooms in Dubai, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Beijing,  

Kiev, Moscow, Astana, Krasnodar, Geneva, Istanbul,  

Doha, riyadh, Dalian, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur,  

Los Angeles, new york, ...
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ALMATy – ASTAnA – BEIJInG – BErLIn – DALIAn – DoHA – DuBAI – GEnEVA – HonG KonG – ISTAnBuL – KIEV – KrASnoDAr – LISBoA

LoS AnGELES – LuGAno – MEXICo CITy – MoSCoW – PrAHA – rIyADH – SHAnGHAI – SInGAPorE – TAIPEH – XIAMEn – yErEVAn – ZurICH

bUben&zorWeg
BouTIQuES AnD
InSHoP BouTIQuES
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ALMATy – ASTAnA – BEIJInG – BErLIn – DALIAn – DoHA – DuBAI – GEnEVA – HonG KonG – ISTAnBuL – KIEV – KrASnoDAr – LISBoA

LoS AnGELES – LuGAno – MEXICo CITy – MoSCoW – PrAHA – rIyADH – SHAnGHAI – SInGAPorE – TAIPEH – XIAMEn – yErEVAn – ZurICH

I
f pictures paint a thousand words then personal encoun-

ters speak volumes. BUBEN&ZORWEG therefore cordially 

invites you to encounter our masterpieces in person at our 

exclusive boutiques.

To experience the impressive effect the exclusive BUBEN& 

ZORWEG objects have on a room. To see for yourself how the 

unique combination of design, innovation and perfect craftsman-

ship feels down to the last detail... touching is very much allo-

wed, as nothing can replace the impression of “touch and feel”.

BUBEN&ZORWEG boutiques are located around the world at 

the epicenters of business and success. We can promise you 

some very special moments if you put aside some time to 

visit a BUBEN&ZORWEG boutique on your next journey: the 

experience of perfection as the result of an uncompromising 

approach. you may well see things differently afterwards. We 

look forward to meeting you!
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BUBEN&ZORWEG  
siGNATURE ClOCk
 

· 8-day spring-driven movement 
of German manufacture

·  swiss escapement with screw 
balance wheel and 11 jewel  
bearings

·  Balance spring visible in the dial

·  Exquisite, rhodanised dial with 
sunray brush

·  Removable, hand-polished  
stainless steel bezel

·  500 hours of BUBEN&ZORWEG 
“Excellence Control”

HiFi sysTEM
 

· integrated high-end HiFi media 
system

· Pioneering development by 
BUBEN&ZORWEG and  
Austrian sound specialist  
lOG Audio

· Wi-Fi streaming technology for 
wireless and lossless  
transmission of music and radio 
streams from iPhone, iPad,  
iPod-touch, PC and MAC via 
Airplay and Bluetooth

· 100 W high-end amplifier

· Electronically linearized  
indirect acoustics

· Perfect “surround sound” 
in high-fidelity thanks to the 
mono-beam reflection principle

· Unique synthesis of calotte, 
neodymium drive system, 
broadband system and bass 
reflex system

· Broadband system frequency 
range: 35 – 25.000 Hz 

HUMidOR 

· Active, microprocessor- 
controlled humidifying system

·  Absolute constant humidity

·  Automatic air circulation system 
for optimum distribution of 
humidity

·  digital high-precision humidity 
sensor

·  Anti-septic sponge

·  Made in Germany

dRAWER iNsERTs

Gentleman

Watches

jewellery

Cufflinks Universal
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BUBEN&ZORWEG  
sAFE si-60
 

· German high-security safe  
with 8 stainless steel bolts

·  safety Class vds I (German 
security Certification)

·  Electronic lock with keypad 
input

·  standard: 8 TiME MOVER® and 
3 drawers; optionally available 
with 16 TiME MOVER® and  
1 drawer

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  stainless steel handle with 
mother-of-pearl inlay

·  interior in finest velour

·  safe door covered in hand-
stitched italian nappa leather

·  dimensions:  
600 x 490 x 415 mm

·  Weight: approx. 140 kg

BUBEN&ZORWEG 
sAFE si-80
 

·  German high-security safe with 
8 stainless steel bolts

·  safety Class vds I (German 
security Certification)

·  Electronic lock with keypad 
input

·  standard: 8 TiME MOVER® and 
5 drawers; optionally available 
with 16 TiME MOVER® and 3 
drawers or 24 TiME MOVER® 
and 1 drawer

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  stainless steel handle with 
mother-of-pearl inlay

·  interior in finest velour

·  safe door covered in hand-
stitched italian nappa leather

·  dimensions:  
780 x 490 x 415 mm

·  Weight: approx. 160 kg

SI-60
8 TM
3 Schubladen

SI-60
16 TM
1 SchubladesI-60 

8 TiME MOVER® 

3 drawers 
(standard)

SI-60
8 TM
3 Schubladen

SI-60
16 TM
1 SchubladesI-60 

16 TiME MOVER® 

1 drawer 
(optional)

BUBEN&ZORWEG 
sAFE si-110
 

·  German high-security safe with 
8 stainless steel bolts

·  safety Class vds I (German 
security Certification)

·  Electronic lock with keypad 
input

·  standard: 8 TiME MOVER® and 
5 drawers; optionally available 
with 16 TiME MOVER® and 3 
drawers or 24 TiME MOVER® 
and 1 drawer

·  Additional storage space for 
documents and other valuable 
items

·  state-of-the-art lEd lighting 
technology with fading function

·  stainless steel handle with 
mother-of-pearl inlay

·  interior in finest velour

·  safe door covered in hand-
stitched italian nappa leather

·  dimensions:  
1110 x 490 x 415 mm

·  Weight: approx. 230 kg

sI-110 
8 TiME MOVER® 

5 drawers 
(standard)

sI-110 
16 TiME MOVER® 

3 drawers 
(optional)

sI-110 
24 TiME MOVER® 

1 drawer 
(optional)

SI-80
8 TM
5 Schubladen

SI-80
16 TM
3 Schubladen

SI-80
24 TM
1 Schublade

SI-80
8 TM
5 Schubladen

SI-80
16 TM
3 Schubladen

SI-80
24 TM
1 Schublade

SI-80
8 TM
5 Schubladen

SI-80
16 TM
3 Schubladen

SI-80
24 TM
1 SchubladesI-80 

8 TiME MOVER® 

5 drawers 
(standard)

sI-80 
16 TiME MOVER® 

3 drawers 
(optional)

sI-80 
24 TiME MOVER® 

1 drawer 
(optional)
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wElcomE to

Register online and benefit from numerous exclusive  

advantages such as extended warranty for members.

For details visit www.buben-zorweg.com
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